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Carlton Fields Selects Stetson Law
Students for Diversity Fellowship

WHAT’S INSIDE
Celebrating 65 years of
God’s Goodness

Story on Page 2

Whole Lot of Kindness

JlTOtos.c6WFte.sy bTStetson Law School
Stetson Low-student Patice Holland

ST. PETERSBURG - Carlton Fields,
P.A. has chosen Stetson University
College of Law students Emy Mondesir
and Patice
toreceive this year’s
Carlton Fields Diversity Fellowship.
Mondesir and Holland will serve as
fellows in the fall and spring semesters,
respectively, and both will work
approximately 200 hours each at
Carlton Fields, providing pro bono
counseling and assistance on various
legal projects within the renowned law
firm.

“We are delighted that Emy and
Patice will be joining Carlton Fields as
the next fellows,” said Carlton Fields
partner Robert Biasotti. “By providing
an opportunity to experience large firm
practice, this fellowship is good for the
student, the school, our firm, and
equally as important, our community.”
The fellowship is designed to
provide students who have faced
socioeconomic or cultural barriers to
legal education with access to a
successful, large-firm practice. Carlton

Stetson Law student Emy Mondesir

Fields shareholder and 1996 Stetson
Law alum Robert Biasotti helped to
create the fellowship for students.
“The Carlton Fields Diversity
Fellowship Program is providing
opportunities for law students who have
faced social and economic obstacles in
pursuit of their legal education,” said
Stetson Law Dean Darby Dickerson.
The program is designed for any
students interested in serving as fellows
within the firm who have faced socio
economic challenges, regardless of their

Experience The Power of
A Healing Touch

Licensed Massage Therapist,
Kimberly R. Williams creating
ambiance

By: JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG - Kimberly R.
Williams graduated August, 2005 from
Humanities Center School of Massage
in Pinellas Park, now known as Cortiva
Institute. She already had a medical
background having formerly been a
medical assistant and receiving her A.S.
degree from St. Petersburg College as a
Physical Therapist Assistant and also
obtaining a dual AA liberal arts degree.
“I love the idea of restoration and
rehabilitation. I like giving people inner
peace”, is how Kimberly described her

love of her new massage therapy
business.
“I began to understand the power of
what my hands could do through touch
to people to create different physical and
emotional releases,” said entrepreneur
Williams. Her initial goal was to become
a Christian counselor and educator. “I
wasn’t looking for a career in massage
therapy, but the Lord' led me to this.”
Williams said she was out driving one
day and asked the Lord how could' she
help people and looked up and found
herself driving into the parking lot of
the school. She passed tests given by
the National Certification Board for
Therapeutic Massage and Body Work
and is licensed by the Florida State Board
of Massage Therapy receiving her ■
NCBTMB certification. “The Lord also
blessed me with a portable massage
table and all supplies I needed to start
my business.”
Years ago massage had a negative
seedy image, but over the last 20 years
has emerged as a proven technique that
offers many diverse benefits. Williams
feels that once more African Americans
are educated about the benefits of
massage and the effect it has on the
body, more people will take advantage
of this approach and include it as part of
their beauty and health regimen same as
a manicure or pedicure.

HEALING
continued on pg. 2

face, color, national origin, religion,
sex, disability, age, sexual orientation,

Story on Page 7

marital status or veteran status. As part
of a competitive selection process,
students were asked to demonstrate their
unique struggle in an essay;

Established in Tampa, Florida, in
1901, Carlton Fields offers a full range
of legal services in more than 30 areas
of law, maintaining offices in Atlanta,
Miami, Orlando, St. Petersburg,
Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm
Beach.

The Family Name Lives On

Your Vote Can Make
a Difference
Story on Page 9

A.A.V.R.E.C

Dr. John Hope Franklin

Brian Roche, Norm Roche, and Calvin Harris at recent AAVREC forum

By: BLANCHE L. GANEY
Editor

ST. PETERSBURG-Nine years ago
several concerned citizens met for a fish
and grits breakfast at Atwater’s Cafeteria
to discuss the political hot buttons that
plagued south St. Pete after the death of
Tyron Lewis which led to the 1996
disturbance. Vyrle Davis, Perkins T.
Shelton, Carl Brody, Abdul Ali, A. Doris
Swangles and I.W. Williams were the six
citizens with a desire to affect change.
They had a love for their community that
fueled their drive and concern that would
not let them rest until they did something
to bring about change. One of the things
they did was to found the non-partisan
organization AAVREC, which stands for

African American Voters Research and
Education Committee.
The purpose of this grassroots
organization' is to organize all African
Americans and others mindful of, and
who have a sincere, dedicated commitment
to the struggle of the African American
Community for political, economic and
social parity.
AAVREC’s membership is diverse
and includes representatives from local
communities, city and county offices,
legal-vocations, medical professions, and
faith-based organizations. The committee
recognizes the need to represent all
citizens of St. Petersburg, and anticipates

VOTE
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Great New & Pre-Owned
Deals from

Celebrating 65 years of
God’s Goodness

Dodge, Inc
t&dt JaZvL ttz /JZJL

Stef tty

Ij-edty Q/ddtaA.

Awarded The
Five Star Crash

30 Miles to

Test Rating

the Gallon

Both Front and
Side Impact

Gustave Victor with celebrant Deanie K. Victor

Stop by and meet
our sales staff:

By: AUDREY PITTS
Challenger Correspondent

Holley Jones
Anthony Perry
Ezell Boykins, Jr.
George Gomillion

2006 DODGE CARAVAN
MSRP
Discounts
8. Rebates
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2006 DODGE DURANGO SXT

$19,345

MSRP
Discounts
& Rebates

$4,346

2006 DODGE DAKOTA CLUB CAR

$7,345

2006 DODGE RAM 1500

$21,434

Discounts
& Rebates

msrp
Discounts
& Rebates

$5,455

2006 DODGE STRATUS SXT

zMfSfc
dSiSBfl
MailF

four Price ,

gSOM

$23’374
$7,375

2006 DODGE CHARGER

$20,550

MSRP
Discounts
& Rebates

$2,900

zMBk
ffiBISH

$24,340
$2,863

^T7,o5u

2006 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN
t/ISRP
MSRP

$29,095

I

/:;A" ;'y..$14,999'"

MSRP

MSRP
Discounts
& Rebates

a
a-H

aS

-------•

Discounts
& Rebates

2006 DODGE MAGNUM

$26,145

MSRP

$5,595

Discounts
& Rebates

-------

$23,330
$2,606

ST. PETERSBURG - Each year
we grow older and each year we all
have the opportunity to view our
life with a sense of accomplishments
or regrets. As Gustav Victor (Gus)
escorted his beautiful, elegant wife
of 39 years, Deanie K.. Victor, into
the celebration of her 65th birthday,
it was apparent that she saw her
life as one filled with more
accomplishments than regrets.
Guests already arrived, waited
excitedly for her entrance. A huge
bouquet of flowers was placed in
the middle of the floor by husband
Gus, who planned the entire
celebration, as a symbol of love and
honor when she entered the room.
As Deanie was escorted into the
Bay Vista Center, as if a young bride
dressed in a beige stylish laced suit,
her family and extended family of
friends stood and applauded in
appreciation for contributions she
made in their lives.
Deanie was surrounded by her
children, Grace Clem and Robert
Victor, and their spouses who
thanked her for being their mother
and teaching them about life. Her
grandchildren, Kerrisan and Gracen
Clem sang happy birthday while
granddaughter, Rahbe Victor sat

MSRP

$27,294

HEALING

Discounts
& Rebates

$7,876

continued from front page
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Visit our Pre-Owned Supercenter
......

-7
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Model Year clearance on all remaining program vehicles. Save up to $11,000 from original MSRP’s.
.Jf'/ Ba|ance ol factory warranties! Financing up to 72 months. Great Rates Available. Terms.

^Special Purchase from Piatoler-ChryslellleetlL
• 2005 Dodge SXT Neons - Fully Equipped ........
• 2006 Chrysler PT Cruisers - Loaded

..................................$9,933

.......... .........................................

................$12,555

• 2006 Dodge Stratus SXT’s — Great Mid-Size Sedan — Fully Equipped ................ $12,949
• 2006 Jeep Liberty’s - V6,4x2’s - Full Power ..... J.. J........................
.$14,777
• 2006 Dodge Grand Caravan SE’s - Dual A/C Stow & Gow Seating — Loaded ........... .$16,959
• 2006 Dodge Durango SLT’s - 7 Passenger, Dual A/C, Loaded .....
..
...
. . .$19,750
• 2006 Chrysler Pacifica’s - Roomy & loaded ..................... .........................................

... .$18,888

• 2003 Chevrolet Silverado Regular Cab Pickups - V6, Automatic, A/C Super Low Miles (2 to choose from)
• 2005 Chevrolet Cavalier Four Door Sedan

....................

.......................... $11,944

Automatic, A/C - Super Clean, Low Miles

... .$9,450

• 2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser, Automatic, A/C, Power Package, one owner .................................... $7,750
• 2004 Dodge Durango SE - V6, Automatic, A/C, Power Package and more

....................... .$9,949

According to Williams massage
therapy is known to be beneficial
for increased circulation, decreasing
muscle tension, stress relief, assisting
in oxygenating blood, head and
sinus relief and reducing scar tissue
buildup. Massage therapy can also
increase the range of motioh, reduce
pain and inflammation and aid in
the removal of toxins and metabolic
wastes from the tissue while
continually offering peace in of
mind and a calm inner spirit.
There are numerous techniques
and manipulations in the realm of
massage therapy. Kimberly Williams
explained several including,
Therapeutic or Deep Tissue massage.
“This type of massage concentrates
on the gluts, hamstrings, quads, and
upper shoulder areas, calves, and
any place that the body has bulky

quietly in her dad’s arms watching
everything.. Her brothers, Irvin
Hinmon and James Hinmon and
spouses described her as their
sophisticated, elegant, classy, and
distinguished sister from the
country. They all credited her for
being the spiritual leader in the
family who showed them how to be
a Christian.
Gus introduced their best man
and maid of honor and friends for
over 39 years, Anderson and Mary
Star. “The funniest thing was when
Gus said he was going to marry
Deanie, we thought, she is going to

stop us from having fun and we
loved having fun,” said Mary Star.
“But when Gus became a Christian,
we eventually became Christians
and now we all have fun together.”
Senator Rob Smith made a
detour from his campaign for
governor to stop in to wish Deanie
a happy birthday; to meet guests,
and present her with a photo of his
wife and Gus as a reminder of their
close friendship. Ed Helms,
Chairman of the Local Democratic
Party, also stopped in to extend her
best wishes.
The food, excellent and plentiful,
was prepared by Margaret’s Catering.
“She is more then a caterer to my
family,” Deane said of Margaret.
“When we moved to St. Petersburg,
she fed my children and has served
the major and upper cuff people
within the city.”
“I love people serving and
meeting people,” Margaret said, “I
had an idea so I put it to work.”
The celebration was a wonderful
time as family friends expressed
their sometimes humorous appreciation
for contributions Deanie K. Victor
has made in their lives. Guests
serenaded her with song and well
wishes for a bright and wonderful
future. May we all be as elegant and
well maintained as she is when we
turn 65.

The Victor's children (l-r) Granddaughter Rahbe, son Robert Victor
and wife Keila, daughter Grace Victor Clem and in front,
granddaughter Kerrigan Clem

muscles. It also includes Trigger
Kimberly Williams advocates
Point therapy, passive stretching, care of the entire body including a
sports therapy, and hot stone professional massage. She agrees
massage”. Hot stone therapy actually that our fast paced society needs to
utilizes heated stones and Kimberly relax rest, restore and rejuvenate.
claims it is helpful in the relief During a session Kimberly says she
of muscle tension and arthritic can feel what some people are
conditions. A Swedish Massage is feeling “I can feel their trouble, I
an all over relaxation massage, “It begin to pray and allow God to lead
is good for poor circulation and my hands. It’s almost like I’m in
creates increases in blood flow,” intercessory mode. I want them to
she said. Williams relates that Chinese feel God’s presence.”
or Eastern Medicine has been with
Like other business owners
us for centuries. It is a therapeutic Kimberly Williams says she loves
approach that creates balance within the freedom, flexibility, and
the body. If your body is out of independence of running her own
balance the whole being is affected. business. “I feel worth something;
There is also reflexology that is that I’m a strong being that I have
a massage of the feet that applies something to give to others. I give
pressure points that assist in all honor to God. I’m grateful he’s
alleviating problems and illnesses given me this gift to help people be
throughout the body. The ten-month well in their bodies.” For more
course also offered instruction in information contact Kimberly R.
anatomy, physiology, hydrotherapy, Williams (727) 321-8258.
pathology, medical terminology,
ethics and state laws.

• 2006 Dodge Magnum SE - V6, Power Package, AM/FM plus CD Player
-Balance of Warranty .......
•

.j.............................. , .$18,577

‘While supplies last. All Sales subject to $398.75 Dealer Fee.

Do you have an article and/or pictures

*CFC Bonus Cash requires financing through (Chrysler Financial, subject to credit approval

Dayton Andrews Dodge, Inc.
2301 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

(727) 321-0500

of community events that would be
of interest to the public?
The Weekly Challenger welcomes these submissions. Please send copies (not originals) of your work to:

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street S. St. Petersburg, FL 53705
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Suffering in Silence is Not the Answer
Mental Illness Can Be Helped

Homelessness is sometimes a
by-product of mental illness.

By: JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG - Thousands
of African Americans are suffering in
silence with the debilitating effects of
mental illness. There is a “stigma”
attached to the condition and has
allowed mental health illness to
reach epidemic proportions within
our homes and communities. To
address the growing need to inform
the community of services available,
and to help remove antiquated
thoughts of mental disease as a
stigma, St. Petersburg Weed and Seed
program, under Midtown Economic
Redevelopment and The African
American Mental Health Initiative
presented their Sixth Annual Community
Mental Health Forum in the African
American Community last Saturday
at James B. Sanderlin Elementary School.
The forum theme was, “Empowering
Communities to Access Mental Health
Services’’^,
A recent Surgeon General’s report
on Mental Health, Culture, Race, and
tt/inicfty elaim»;Miat t&gF-pcrson lives
at or below ttie poverty line they are wo
to three times more likely to experience
mental disorders. Conditions of bi-polar
and depression are the most prevalent
in our communities. Self-destructive
behaviors that accompany mental
illness are drug or alcohol addiction,

gang involvement, and other highrisk behaviors. The Forum, reached
out to community and families to
offer solutions to this mounting
dilemma.
Prominent voices haver spoken
i about this continuing stigma including
Dr. Alvin Poussaint, Harvard psychiatrist
who says that 60% of black people do
not view depression as a mental illness.
He claims that blacks view pain and
• distress- as a way of life. He recounts
'that blanks seem to see that as a sense
of pride about our race having survived
250 years of slavery, segregation, and
discrimination. Nyamekye Lajrd, PhD.,
the Keynote Speaker whose plenary
session was entitled “Resilience in
Children”, is an associate from Personal
Enrichment through Mental Health
Services, PEMHS. He explained the
origins of this stigma and how it still
affects blacks. “I think a lot comes
from African American history and
how we’ve been exploited for
different kinds of experiments as
guinea pigs a lot of times for the
county. Like the Tuskegee Experiment,
that dealt with syphilis. So when you
have been exploited as a people
you’re generally going to be more
suspect about reaching out to any
kind of services that includes mental
health. We have to leam that there are
people that can help us with the
problems. Instead of trying to struggle
with it and deal on our own. This is a
way to get the resource info out to the
community and raise their level of
awareness,” he said. Dr. Laird thinks
problems jare the lack of
suppoft and knowiiig wffi^TO get
support.
Gerald Syrkett, Co-Chair of the
African American Mental Health
Initiative, talked about how the
effects of depression can destroy an
entire family. “When a person is
depressed it not only has an impact

THE
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in august

► Side Door Jazz: Patrick Bettison Quartet
Presented by fhe Al Downing Tampa Boy Jazz Association

Thursday, August 24 th, 7:30 pm, $20

k to September
► Comeay Explosion Featuring Guy Torry
Saturday, September 2nd, 8:00 pm, $15

Side Door Jazz: The Music of Your Life Quintet
Featuring Lorri Hafer
Sponsored by Rick Gee's Jazz Jamm

Thursday, September 7th, 7:30 pm, $20

► Side Door Jazz: Lucian & The All Stars
Street Love Jazz CD Release Party
Thursday, September 14 th, 7:30 pm, $20

on that person, but it also has an
impact on the person’s family. You’re
more withdrawn from your children
and not able to give encouragement
or any nurturing,” he said. Mr.
Syrkett shared that statistically if a
parent is found to be clinically
depressed the child will have
problems in school that can keep him
or her from advancing at the normal
rate. Mr. Syrkett stressed that there
were excellent services available for
people right hefe in this community
and they don’t necessarily need
money to access them.
Ray Williams, Forensic Social
Service Counselor, Pinellas 'County,
Public Defenders Office held a
plenary session “Breaking the
Barriers of Incarceration: A Mental
Health Approach.” Hundreds of
people are incarcerated who suffer
froni mental illness. He stated that
often the police rough handle
individuals because they’re not used
to that kind of behavior. He
recommends that if you have to call
the police ask for a C.I.T. officer,
Crisis Intervention. “The prison
system is not designed to handle
mentally ill patients. That’s not their
charter; it is secondary to their
charter. Their primary existence is
designed to penalize and punish.
There is no structured treatment in
prisons or in the jails.”
“I think our clergy needs to make
themselves aware of what mental
health services are available because
they deal with members of their
congregation all the time who suffer
in silence,” said Janice Ford, Weed
and Seed coordinator under Midtown
Economic Development and corridor
coordinator for businesses on 22nd
street. “A lot of people seek out their
ministers for help. I think they need
to be educated as to where to send
their members.” Ms. Ford said they
are also offering a day of training for
professionals on October 20th at the
St. Petersburg College Allstate Center.
Tom Whittaker, Executive Director
for PEHMS said, “We need to be
working on understanding how mental
health issues are dealt with within
the different ethnic populations.
Underserved mentally ill people in
jails and prisons have been ignored
and misdiagnosed for years.”
Other participants of the Sixth
Annual Community Mental Health
Forum were Councilmen Earnest
Williams who did the Welcome,
April Bogar, St. Anthony Baycare
Life Management who did a survey
on whether citizens knew what
programs were available and how to
access them, John Zucker, Guardian
Ad Litem Program, Maxine Booker,
PEMHS who did a plenary session
on “ Focused Outreach” A Mental
Health Jail Diversion Program,”
and Patrick Diggs, MSW, LCSW,
Pinellas County Correctibn who did
a plenary session “Continuum of,
Care from Inmate to RE-entry. For
more information about any of these
agencies or services contact Janis
Ford at (727) 892-5087.

Hollywood Fashions

at 1400 18th

Ave. S. for the latest in urban wear
including shoes, hats, jewelry and
.clothes. • Open daily, 10 a.m. to

Aug. 25 • Senior Health Series. •

10 p.m.

St. Petersburg Main Library, 3745 9th Ave. N.
2 p.m. • Information on detection and screen

When in a hurry for snacks or light
groceries, try

ing for skin cancer featuring lecture by Dr.

Novell’s Quick Market,

located at 2930 18th Ave. S. • Open
dally, 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. • Call 327-9291.

The

New Negro RNBI Baseball Club/

East Coast office, 1556 16th St. S.

(in

the 16th Street Plaza) presents a

pictorial display about the history of
African American baseball. • The RNBI

and under for the 2007 baseball season
and talented youth for an upcoming tel
evision show, "Hollywood N Da Hood."

• Contact Thomas English at 455-4463.

UIBTKE

Repair,

1700 16th St. S. • Bob's pro

vides automotive general maintenance

late with specials and entertainment. • Call
328-7086.

Aug. 27 • Music Fest On The Water. •

repair services including brakes, elec

• Open Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and on Saturday by appointment.
• Call 483-4929.

music every Sun. in the Courtyard. Features a
different local band every weekend. • Free. •

Sep. 1 • Get Downtown. • Central Ave, from
2nd to 3rd St. • 5:30 to 10 p.m. • Live music.
Free. • Call 393-3597.

Sep. 1 • St. Pete Shuffle. •

7 to 11 p.m. • A hip twist on an old game. The

Problems with your family, your chil
dren, coping, and just need someone
to talk to?
at

listen to music and enjoy local art. • www.
stpeteshuffle.com or call 867-7228.

Try the counseling services

Strong Tower Ministries,

1550 16th

St. S. • They offer Parenting/Child

Sep. 1 to 3 • Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs.
Seattle Mariners.

Development groups, family or individ
ual counseling; and Family Support

• Tropicana Field, One

Tropicana Dr. • www.devilravs.eowor
call 888-FAN-RAYS.

Counseling on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 6 to 8 p.m. and Saturday,
10 a.m. to noon. •

For more informa

tion, call Elder Abram Miller, 320-6125.

Sep. 2 * Walk For Farm Animals.

Twigs and Leaves,

Fun walk and vegan potluck picnic benefitting

1013 Dr. MLK St.

mals.org or call 813-810-5396.

S., will be open every Saturday morn
ing, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in August. Come
during the cool hours of the day and
receive a 15% discount on all plant
items from 8 to 9 a.m. and a 10%

10 a.m. The earlier you come, the
more you will save! Call 492-9906

Sep. 2 • AWAPS Pancake Breakfast. •
Albert Whitted Airport, 451 8th Ave. S.E. •
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. • First Sat, monthly. The
Albert Whitted Airport Preservation Society

discount on all plants items from 9 to

welcomes all to their monthly breakfast. • $10
• www.awaps.org or call 822-1532.

for

directions or visit our web site www.
twigsnleaves.com.

Sep. 2 to 4 • Labor Day at Baywalk.
2nd Ave. & 2nd St. N. Presentation of fine
art and crafts vendors for viewing and for

Cafe Dolce,

2444 Central Ave. • Open

purchase. • Call 352-546-2322.

during breakfast, lunch and dinner
hours offering signature coffees, gour
met pastries, salads, and a variety of
sandwiches for breakfast or later. •
Tune your taste buds for specialties
such as the California Club, the Coastal
Cashew Salad, Ca-Mooch Quesadillas,
or the Kenwood Burger. * 0001 off with
Lemon Italian Ice, fresh fruit and cold

Business Tip - Occupational
License Reminder!!!

Occupational

Sept. 16 • Soulful Saturday. *

a.m. to 2 p.m., • 16th Street businesses pres
ent a silent auction of art from local galleries,
a hair and fashion show, public speaking from
local government officials and community
leaders, and entertainment from local church
es and performers. • Soulful Saturday also
showcases "Midtown Explosion", a spotlight

of

several new businesses hosting their grand

opening on Sept. 16. • Sponsored by the 16th
Street Business District Association to show
the community appreciation for many years
of patronage. • Contact Catherine Weaver,
822-0153 or John Johnson, 580-5730.

received a renewal notice or not.
To avoid a late charge penalty, the
Occupational License Tax Office

’»

Hough Ftaty Foundation, RBC Doin taher, Progress Energy, Synovus talc. Anonymous,
Division of Coltural Affairs aid the Florida Arts Council, ond the Natal Endowment for the Arts.

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd Street North

must receive payment no later than
September 30. • Call 893-7241 for
more information or renew online at
www.stpete.org/occtaxrenew. htm.

Along 16th

St. between 15th Ave. S. & 18th Ave. S. *10

renewal notices in August and the tax
is due on or before September 30

The Sembler Company. Spewed in port by the Stele of Florida, Departmentof State,

• Vinoy

Park, Bayshore Dr. & 7th Ave. N.E. • 11 a.m. •

the Farm Sanctuary. • www.walktorfarmani-

regardless of whether you have

SW-

St. Petersburg

Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. •

whole family is welcome to play shuffleboard,

Saturday, September 30th, 6:30 pm, $12

SS# SWAT
fe shekww*fe
mptbay.eoti

The.

Pier, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. • 1 to 4 p.m. • Live

trical work, tune-ups, oil changes, etc.

Presented by Everyone? Youth United & Top Dogg Entertainment

I Box Office 727-822-3590 www.mypalladium.org
-TriiiTWi ^53 Fifth Avenue North St, Petersburg, FL 33701
www.stpa».«*i
2005-20060LYMPlAHSEASONSroNSORS:6usSFrfflKesStowos, JotrnkRosemoryGolbroith,

• Over 20

shops, nightspots and businesses open

of each year. The city normally mails

sw

• 2400

Car will not start? Contact Bob*s Auto

License Taxes expire on September 30

Everyone's Youth United's Twelfth Annual
Talent Search Expo Finals Showcase

Aug. 25 • Grand Central Stroll,

www.stpetepier.com or call 821 -6443.

Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday,

Friday, September 29th, 7:30 pm, $20

pressure check, Accu Check, refreshments
and door prizes. • Call 742-3162.

organization is recruiting youth age 10

8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call 327-3990.

Paul Wilborn and The Blue Roses

James Spencer, M.D. Complimentary blood

block of Central Ave. • 5 to 9 p.m

beverages. • Open Tuesday through

American Songbook Series: Red, Hot and Blue
A Cole Porter celebration

► Bay Area Idol

Visit

st.petersburg
www.stpete.opg
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Minorities Will Soon Be the Majority in This Country,
So Let’s Come Together Now
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

In America,
Blacks, Latinos,
Asians — basically,
any non-white
ethnic group —
are classified as
minorities, and not
simply because of
Judge Greg
their numbers —
Mathis
though that plays
a part — but also because they often lack
economic and political power. That can
soon change.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau,
Hispanic and Asian populations will
triple over the next 50 years, while blacks
will contribute an additional 30 million
people to the overall U.S. population. If
these predictions come to pass, people of
color will be the majority. This can lead
to increased political and economic
power if we play our cards right.
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One key issue a black, brown and
yellow coalition could help resolve is
affirmative action. The conservative
leanings of the current Supreme Court
have put this long’-debated practice at
risk. Those looking to do away with
affirmative action use fear tactics and
argue that unqualified minorities are
getting hired or accepted into schools
over more qualified whites.
The reality is that white women —
long considered a minority because they
lacked the political muscle and earning
power of their male counterparts — have
benefited from the practice more than
any other group . The number of white
women attending and completing college
rose substantially when universities
began implementing their legally mandated
affirmative action programs. Nevertheless,
affirmative action as we know it is in
danger because the majority in power is

determined to keep the status quo.
Unity amongst people of color could
dramatically change the course of America
and buck that status quo. In Chicago, a
unified black and Latino base elected the
city’s first black mayor in the 1980s.
More recently, Antonio Villaraigosa rode
a similar wave of unity when he became
Los Angeles’ first Hispanic mayor. Without
the collective power of the two ethnic
groups, neither men would have been
elected and their progressive ideas would
not have helped moved those cities forward.
People of color don’t have to wait
until 2050, the year our numbers are
expected to eclipse those of whites, to
come together. We can begin that work
now. It’s time we stop looking at our
differences and time to begin noticing
what we have in common — concern for
our children, our communities and our
futures.

As Sharpton and Jackson Critique Mega-Churches,
Let The “Preachers War” Begin

is distributed
in the following cities:
St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa
Largo • Tarpon Springs • Safety Harbor
Bradenton • Sarasota • Palmetto

Across this country, various ethnic
groups are falling victim to political
manipulation and fighting with each
other for the few crumbs that are tossed
their way. If all of these ethnic groups
banned together, we’d see a huge
difference in the way resources were
distributed across this country — children
of color would have access to a good
education, prisons would not be overrun
with black and Latino men, and urban
areas would not be so impoverished.
Instead, the powers that be have us all
convinced that Latinos are a threat to our
very existence, that Asians are using
poor people to grow rich — the list of
stereotypes and lies goes on and on. This
type of divide-and-conquer maneuvering
has served to repress people across the
globe for generations. It is time that we
break free from it. Fighting amongst
minorities only solidifies the elite’s power.

As traditional
black leaders
try upend the
highjacking of
America by the
Republican Party
this November, they
find themselves
Anthony
facing a formidable
Asadullah
opponent unlike
Samad
no other they’ve
faced before: themselves in the mirror.
The most vocal mouthpieces for what
Black America wants (or needs), one
self-anointed, Rev. Al Sharpton, and one
self-appointed (but long since embraced),
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr. find themselves
.between a rock and a hard place in trying
to mobilize voters through venues that
have now become the focal point of the
Republican outreach agenda, black
“Mega” churches.
Both Sharpton and Jackson have seen
the need to “call out” the “new” black
church and their purpose in the never
ending struggle to achieve equality and
self sufficiency. This has made one of my
favorite topics, the “preachers wars,”
fodder for social critique. I’ve been
writing about the hypocrisies of the black
church since 1993. When I write about
black churches, it makes some of my
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publishers as “nervous as a whore in
church.” .
Of course, we know (he pews are not
the only places sinners sit in church. The
pulpit is full of ‘em too. This four decade
“where’s Black America’s moral compass
since King” discourse that Sharpton and
Jackson have sought to launch is really
timely. The church hasn’t been the moral
voice in recent years. Many, of course,
don’t think these two are exactly the ones
that should be leading the conversation,
but somebody has to lead it...so he
without sin.
The discussion, however, is about
whether the mega-church movement is so
focused on capitalistic ventures that
they’ve forgotten their role in the social
justice movement. Jackson and Sharpton,
standing , in Connecticut last week with
the first victor of what Sharpton says will
be many “Lieberman nights” (former vice
presidential candidate, Joe Lieberman
becoming the first casualty of the
Democratic Party ’s support/silence on the
war) in this mid-term “anti-war” election,
are trying to register millions of voters
and see . that the mega-churches are an
appropriate place to start. Of course, the
Republican Party’s relationship with
these churches is the focal point, as most
of them have been “large” in their
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Water quality
Natural systems
Alternative water resources
Water conservation
Rood protection
Watersheds

Applications aredue ..:
Sept. 15, 2006.
Projects must ©wur ;
between March 1and
June 30, 2007.
To discuss project ideas and grant guidelines, call 1-800-423-1476
(FL only) or (352) 796-7211, ext. 4779, or email
WaterEducation@WaterMatters.org.
Applications are available online at WaterMatters.org/communitygrants

pursuits of “faith based initiatives,” the
GOP’s carrot that brought church and
state in the black community a whole lot
closer than it’s been in the past.
The black church’s favorite invitation
is, “The doors of the church are open, won’t
you come?” Well, the Republicans came,
money (disguised as programs) in hand,
and “Rev”-not one to miss an “offering”handed them the plate. Sharpton and
Jackson, who have had a comer on the
“black misery market” for decades,
neither of which have been known to step
over a dollar, find themselves in the
position of having to question other
preachers mission and motives-as others
once questioned (and still are questioning)
theirs..
Meanwhile, Republicans have broken
the Democrats’ sanctity over a key
constituency base and are now in the
church-house courting black social
conservatives on issues like abortion, gay
marriage and personal responsibility-and
helping black church’s entrepreneurial
efforts. Religion has now replaced liquor
as the largest “growth industry” in the
black community. Many communities have
a moratorium on liquor stores but new
churches are opening up every day. There’s
one of two reasons for that; either black
people, are becoming 1) more religious,
or 2) more disparate in their desire to
change their lives (I think it’s the latter).
Either way, “opportunity” has created
churches so large that even the Republican
Party (who traditionally looked past black
voters) couldn’t miss it. The mega-church
preacher became the “new black leader”
as far as the GOP were concerned (they
also knew the Democrats had a headlock
oil the old black leaders). Most of them
were unknown beyond their regions until
they got invitations to the White House.
Their flashlights became spotlights. Their
parting hands became tin cups and the
question in black leadership went from,
“Who are they? to Why is President Bush
meeting with them instead of us?
Tavis Smiley put the first spotlight on
it last year at his “State of the Black
Union” weekend at Eddie Long’s church.
Then T.D. Jakes found himself defending
his relationship with the White House at
the National Association of Black Journalist
Convention in Atlanta last August. Now
Sharpton made mega-preachers the topic
of his National Action Network Conference,
and Jackson-a proven voter registration

machine-has been “jabbin’ 'em” as he
proclaims the upcoming November
elections a battle for the “soul of
America.” It’s been entertaining watchin’
black preachers try to outpimp each other.
But some of these mega-preachers have
an edge since some of them were pimps
in their street lives (before they got saved
[sic]). Some of ‘em still dress like pimps,
as “prosperity” is their spiritual messagetheir large congregations are guilted (or
jilted) into giving until they can’t give
anymore-and if these poor souls’ lives
don’t change-it’s because they’re short on
faith, not money, causing Sharpton to
claim that black ministry is short on
ministers but long on preachers.
Meanwhile, mega-preachers do quite
well-living in mansions and driving
Bentleys, and the churches become
conglomerates unconcerned with ministering
to lost souls’ needs. Now, some preacher’s
aspiration is not to just serve God, but to
become a mega-preacher. Jesus has been
co-opted as preachers pursue riches not
more than silver and gold. There’s no end
in sight on this. You can only expect the
preacher war to get more vicious as
“who’s holier than thou” is shouted
through church doors open to business
and politics. What would Jesus do if he
were to show up at church, got a 15
minute “drive through” sermon with a
parade of politicians and business folk
taking up your prayer time? He’d be
turnin’ over tables like he did the last
time. Vendor tables, voter registration
tables, you know, all the stuff you see in
church lobbies and walkways every
Sunday. You run outta money in
a mega-church, there’s an ATM in
the lobby, just for your “spiritual
convenience.” Jesus would be hard
pressed to run the “money-changers” out
of the mega-church. Them ATM machines
tend to be pretty hard to lift by yourself.
But then we’re talkin’ about. Jesus here,
so nothing’s impossible .The point is, the
Mega Church is now big business in our
community and the GOP’s right there,
Praise the Lord. Aaamen.
Who’ll win the battle for the soul of
the mega-church, business or politics?
Al Sharpton, Jesse Jackson and the
Democratic Party or Eddie Long, TB.
Jakes and the Republican Party.
“The door of the church is open,
won’t you come?” Let the preacher wars
begin.
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Idrees Sulieman: Bebop Trumpet Pioneer
The more I researched native jazz musician a few days before he passed away on July 7,
Idrees Sulieman the more intrigued I became. 1950.
His musical history is a very long one and
Through the years, Sulieman always
deserves more than just an article or two in a claimed that St. Petersburg’s own Fess Clark
newspaper. It deserves to be written as a was responsible for his playing. Clark’s and
complete biography. My research has opened Sulieman’s fathers were good friends and used
my eyes to so much that Sulieman was to get together every Sunday to listen to
involved in. He not only was the leader of his records by the jazz greats. It’s a little known
own jazz group, but also played with just about fact that Sulieman originally wanted to play
every notable jazz musician known. If saxophone but his father could only afford to
Sulieman didn’t perform with them, then he buy him a trumpet. However, his interest in
knew them personally. For instance, he and the playing alto saxophone never died, and many
great trumpeter Fats Navarro were good friends years later when Sulieman lived in Europe he
even though he never played with him. For played alto saxophone.
awhile, they lived across the. street from one
Sulieman’s professional musical career
another on 114th Street in Harlem. They were started with him playing as a member of the
such good friends that often times, Sulieman “Carolina Cotton Pickers” in 1939. He
would go over to Navarro’s apartment to visit eventually became one of bebop’s top
and listen to him practice.
trumpeters . Not that Sulieman tried to keep it a
As the story goes, Sulieman first met secret, but many do not know he studied at the
Navarro at a jam session in Orlando, Florida Boston Conservatory. Also, some of his earlier
sometime around Easter 1941 . Since they were musical experience was acquired while he was
both from Florida they were not total strangers; playing with the Earl Hines Orchestra from
each had heard about the other before. When 1943-1944.
they met Navarro was playing with Snookum
In my first article, it was mentioned that
Russell’s Band, along with the legendary jazz Sulieman was given the name of Leonard
trombonist J J. Johnson. They were just two Graham when he was bom. As so many black
young jazz trumpet players who took a liking jazz musicians did back in the day, he changed
to one another and became good friends, but his when he converted to the Islam faith. For
most of all admired and respected one another’s instance, jazz drummer Kenny Clarke became
playing. Years later, it was Art Blakey who told known as Liaquat Ali Salaam and drummer
Sulieman that Navarro was in the hospital just and leader of the Jazz Messengers, Art Blakey

changed his name to Abdulla Buhaina. While
researching Sulieman, I learned about a funny
story that was told after he became a Muslim.
It’s said that after joining the Muslim faith, he
would go into white restaurants and buy
sandwiches for the other black musicians
because as a Muslim, he wasn’t considered to
be “coloured”. It took only a short while
before the other black musicians started
joining the Muslim faith.
Sulieman is known to have performed
with many of the heavy-hitters of jazz,
especially those who played bebop. He played
with Miles Davis, Charlie Byrd, Earl Hines,
Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Gene
Ammons, Clifford Brown, Eric Dolphy, John
Coltrane, Coleman Hawkins, Dexter Gordon,
Max Roach, Bud Powell, Kenny Clarke, Mary
Lou Williams, Cab Calloway, Count Basie,
Lionel Hampton, Randy Weston, and many
others. Not only did Sulieman perform with
these legendary jazz musicians, he also
recorded with most of them.
One of the things that Sulieman used to
tell everyone was that he was the very first jazz
trumpeter to have played bebop with the
pianist and composer Thelonious Monk.
However, it was a claim that unfortunately
could not be confirmed, since it wasn’t until
1947 when Sulieman recorded on Monk’s first
recording date. As you can hear on Sulieman’s
numerous recordings, he was truly a gifted
soloist. In fact, they used to talk about him in
musical circles saying he was one of the first
trumpet players to master “circular breathing”.
“Circular Breathing” is a way of playing
trumpet so that the musician can hold or
sustain a note indefinitely. On a recording that
Sulieman made with Coleman Hawkins
sometime around 1957, it’s said that Sulieman
sustained a note for a total of 57 seconds. Holy
Cow! That’s really something. Back in New
Jersey, I once heard someone hold a note while
doing circular breathing, and believe me it
didn’t look like an easy thing to do... It takes
total breathing control. There were two

Office depot

musicians in legendary Duke Ellington’s
orchestra that were considered to be masters of
this extraordinary technique; baritone
saxophone player Harry Carney and trumpeter,
Clark Terry.
In 1961, Sulieman went on a European
tour with his dear friend jazz pianist Oscar
Dennard. It just so happened that last week,
Mrs. Ethel Johnson, owner of The Weekly
Challenger asked if I had ever heard of
Dennard. She said he was the best pianist she
had ever heard. She thought it would be good
to write an article about him. It seems that Mrs.
Johnson isn’t the only one who has praise for
Dennard. Sulieman believed that Oscar Dinard
was a real genius and the greatest piano player
in the world. For those of you who do not
know it, Dennard is another of St. Petersburg’s
jazz secrets for he also is a native of. this
musical city. I intend to cover him and provide
more information about Dennard in a future
article... So, stay tuned!
It was . while on tour with Dennard that
Sulieman decided to settle in Europe. At first,
he lived in Sweden and then in Denmark. In
Europe, he had the opportunity to perform
with many of his fellow expatriates, such as
Eric Dolphy, Bud Powell and Don Byas. He
was also a member of the Kenny Clarke Big
Band for 10 years. Unfortunately, Sulieman’s
career started slowing down considerably in
the 1990’s as he got older. He returned to St.
Petersburg where he lived for a short while,
and then... Leonard Graham (Idrees Dawud
ibn Sulieman), bebop jazz trumpeter: bom in
St. Petersburg, Florida on August 27, 1923;
married (one daughter); died of bladder caneer
on July 23, 2002 at St. Anthony’s Hospital in
St. Petersburg, Florida.
A look back at some of the musical
personalities who passed away during 2002
shows we have lost quite a few significant
people. To name a few, there were jazz
musicians such as: Conte Candoli, jazz
trumpeter, Peggy Lee, jazz and pop singer.

Shirley Scott, jazz pianist & organist, Dudley
Moore, actor & jazz pianist, Lisa “Left Eye”
Lopez, pop & rap singer, Russ Freeman, jazz
pianist, Rosemary Clooney, jazz & pop singer,
Ray Brown, jazz bass great, Roy Krai, jazz
singer, Wilbur Morris, jazz bassist, Lionel
Hampton, jazz great, Erma Franklin, sister of
Aretha, Hank Levy, jazz saxophonist, Ray
Coniff, trombonist, Richard Harris, actor &
vocalist, Sir Roland Hanna, jazz pianist, and
Mai Waldron, jazz pianist.
Remember to “Keep Jazz Alive” by
“Supporting Live Jazz!”

Jazz fansdo you have any feedback?
I would like to hear from YOU! You may visit
my website at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or
email me at JazzJamm@aolcom. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, c/o The Weekly Challenger, 2500 ML
King St., S., St. Petersburg,FL 33705.

Idress Sulieman
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for School Board • Dist 3 At-Large
Political advertising paid for and approved by Tew Williams,
Non-Partisan,Tor Pineiias County School Board. Districts

H
The one person that can bring unity to the Sehool
Board is Lew Williams. He has the experience,
commitment, dedication and knowledge of the
total community. I strongly recommend that we
vote and elect Lew Williams at the upcoming
September primary.
Dr. David T. Welch
Retired Pinellas County School, Administrator

“With the challenges facing our schools, our
community needs a Lew Williams on the School
Board looking out for our children. We can bank
on Lew to keep his promise to work hard and
make smart decisions ” y-«
Dianne Speights
Retired Pinellas County Schools, Area IH
Community Involvement Administrator
“Lew’s leadership and passion for children has
been proven over the years. He is a quiet man who
will make noise at the appropriate time. Lew
Williams experience as a parent, teacher, principal
and district administrator can be trusted to care
for pur children and employees..
Deacon Thomas “Jet” Jackson
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
Lew Williams is approachable. He has district-wide
appeal and is able to get along with “all people”.
He is the epitome of the “people prince” and
makes others feel comfortable. Lew is honest, has
a strong commitment to education, is a supporter
and champion of children, and recognizes the
importance of public education and the need to
reform education by being a good policy maker.
Rev. Dr. Gustave R. Victor

I spent over 34 years in the Pinellas County
School System, as a teacher, a principal, and
a district administrator. When I retired, I
didn’t just “turn off” my commitment
to our public schools.
I care deeply about every child. My children
attend our public schools. I am passionate
about public education. Everything that we
value about our community is reliant on a
strong education system.
I know the responsibility of being a good
steward of the resources provided our
school system by Pinellas County citizens.
While our schools have recently weathered
difficult challenges, I believe the challenges
ahead are even more formidable. It will
require a greater depth of experience on the
School Board to address critical issues like
our growing budget in the face of shrinking
revenues, what will happen after Choice,
living up to the voters'demand for smaller
class size, increasing our graduation rate,
and holding our District better accountable
to the taxpayers.
I promise that! will work hard and make
smart decisions to effectively serve the entire
Pinellas County community. I will only
succeed with your support.

Lew Williams
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VOTE
continued from front page

the need to partnership with those who render
expertise in academics, legislature, legal
systems, and data analysis.
“AAVREC was founded to bring people
together and to inform and educate our
community about the political issues that
affect us,” said Abdul Ali.
According to Ali, AAVREC not only
informs and educates the community but is
available to candidates and those interested in
running for political office. They offer advice
about the workings of the political system to
minimize the red tape that discourages many
who desire to run for office. /“Many people
are not aware of how the political process
works,” said Shirley Scott AAVREC meniber.
“I’ve learned since working with AAVREC
that political grooming is not a luxury but a
must. People who are really serious about
running for office, should find an organization
such as AAVREC and leam as much as they
can before throwing their hat into the ring.”
“Helping candidates is one of the things
we do, but one of the things AAVREC has
done that we’re all most proud of is the 1999
referendum that changed Pinellas county
government,” said Chairman Vyrle Davis.

AAVREC led' the effort for single-member
districts on the county commission and on the
school board. The committee’s campaign
gave Pinellas-sgven county commissioners
instead of five and made jnire four would be
elected from their neighborhood districts
instead of county wide. This meant for the
first time ever a black candidate stood a better
chance of winning because the primary
people that would be served by this elected
official would elect him or her into office
instead of a county wide election that
oftentimes meant the minority candidate
stood less of a chance of winning. “This was
a major win for the organization and for the
community,” said Ali. “We won with a mere
23 vote victory margin. That let’s you know
your vote does count. People should not feel
their vote does not matter because it does.”
Severity-five years passed without there
being an African American on the Pinellas
school board. AAVREC organized, mobilized
and energized the community and affected
.’change, a change that became the catalyst that
helped elect Mary Brown, the first African
American to the school board in 2002.
All of the members of AAVREC worked
hard during that election to make sure those
people who might not have gotten out to vote,
did. “It was important to .us that we engage
people who had not been before. We were

based in the community with a community
focus. Many of the members of AAVREC
were educators, so one of our main issueswas
education,” said member Winnie Foster.
Foster was instrumental in orchestrating the
partnership between the League of Women
Voters
and
AAVREC.
These
two
organizations come together to host political
forums that are often moderated by Michelle
Ligon at the Enoch Davis Center.
AAVREC, like other political action
groups, interviews, candidates to determine
where they stand on issues and their platform.
They founded the Pinellas County Voters
Coalition, which worked intensely with the
supervisor of elections office to educate the
community on use of the new voting
machines. The organization has held two
forums for the upcoming election; one for the
school board members and the other for the
congressional and commissioner candidates.
Anyone interested in attending AAVREC
meetings or obtaining additional information
should contact Abdul Ali at (727) 867-7067.
The League of Women Voters along with
the Gulfport Progressives will host a forum
for all candidates on Aug. 28th at the Gulfport
Casino, 5500 Shore Blvd., Gulfport. For
more information concerning this event
contact Darden Rice at (727) 822-6241.

Candidate Running US Congressional Seat
Sorry for Remark
“I said something stupid,”
Hudson said in a statement
released by his campaign on
Thursday.. “I apologize for it and
would apologize in person to
anyone hurt by my comments.”
Hudson made the comments
as he described efforts to rescue a
blaek soldier who had fallen into
a river while the Army Reserve
company Hudson commanded

SARASOTA, Florida (AP) A candidate running for a
congressional seat in Florida
apologized for comments he
made about the swimming ability
of blacks.
Republican Tramm Hudson,
a banker, made the comments earlier
this year at a Christian Coalition
political forum. The remarks
appeared on blogs Thursday.

was training in Panama 22 years
ago.,
“I grew up in Alabama and I
understand and I know this from
my own experiences that blacks
aren’t the best swimmers or may
not even know how to swim,”
Hudson said, according to a
transcript released by his
campaign.
Other troops pulled the

soldier out of the river and gave
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation,
Hudson continued. He then
attributed the successful rescue
to “divine intervention.”
Hudson is one of five
candidates seeking the Republican
nomination to succeed Katherine
Harris in Florida’s 13th District
in the House of Representatives.
Harris is running for U.S. Senate.

A Lifetime of Caring for Children
Re-Elect Mary Brown
for Pinellas County School Board, District

Vote September 5th!
Education

• BA Degree in Business Management/Human Resource - Eckerd College
• Early Childhood Certification, Kean College, New Jersey
Personal

■-> Mary—

Brown

• Married to Norman Brown
• 5 children (public school educated)
• 9 grandchildren
• Pinellas County Resident for 21 years

School Board

Supports

• Finding Alternatives to the Choice Plan
• Closing The Achievement Gap & increasing Graduation Rates
• More Technical/Vocational Opportunities • Accountability For Fiscal Management And Delivery Of Programs
• Increasing Parent Involvement
• Encouraging Community Partnerships That Support Public Schools

Political advertisement paid for and approved by
Mary Brown, Nonpartisan, for the Pinellas
County School Board, District 7
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By: JUDGE JAMES PIERCE
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What Does American
Citizenship Mean to Me?
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, posed
a similar question at America’s Town
Meeting of the Air in New York City which was heard by millions on
NBC’s Radio, November 23, 1939,
when she asked: “What Does American
Democracy Mean to Me?” The daughter
of slave parents founded a school in
1904 which began with five black
girls and a few pennies, and in 1923
flourished into the first accredited
black institution of higher learning in
the State of Florida. The official school
shield includes the words head, heart
and hand and Bethune-Cookman’s
nlotto, “Enter to leam, and depart to
serve”, inspires its students and
Alumni to develop the head; heart and
hand to serve humanity.
Her ambition was fueled by a
white girl who commanded her to put
down a book, saying, “You can’t read.”
Neither her parents or siblings could
read but she faithfully sought to
escape “the dense darkness and
ignorance” of her fateful circumstance.
On the eve of America’s entrance into
World War II, The First Lady of
Struggle reminded her listeners that
“African Americans1 had always been
willing to die for American democracy
but were still shut out from its
promises of freedom. Democracy is a
goal towards which our pation is
marching,” she said.
In 2006,1 consider my self fortunate
and blessed to live in one of the most
richest and powerful nations in the
world. While one could certainly say
that many ills exist in our nation and
many Americans face a social and
economic environment fraught with
racism, violence, and poverty, I hold
steadfast to the belief, that no one can
make you feel inferior unless you
allow them to do so. Moreover, the
Word, and my life experiences have
shown me that, with God, all things
are possible.
From Crispus Attucks, the first
American casualty of the revolutionary
war to the battle fields throughout the

World Wars I and II, Korea, Vietnam
and Iraq, our forefathers fought for the
democratic principles of: equality under
the law, equality of opportunity, the
right to vote, and the guarantees of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
They fought to preserve one nation,
conceived in liberty and dedicated to
the proposition that all men are
created equal.
Dr. Bethune stated, “Yes, we have
fought for America with all her
imperfections, not so much for what
she is, but for what We know she can
be.” Nearly 69 years ago, the esteem
educator and activist believed that the
greatest battle would be for a new
America: “fearless, free, united, morally
re-armed striving for a new birth of
freedom and that the government for
the people and by the people shall not
perish from the earth.”
Certain obligations of citizenship
are demanded upon all those who
become citizens by birth or naturalization.
Those obligations generally include
defending our country in time of war,
serving as a juror, paying taxes and
obeying the law. Our legal system
depends on citizen participation to
provide the right that every accused
person shall be tri ed by a jury.
Nevertheless, some people will try to
evade jury duty when called upon to
perform a responsibility necessary for
the smooth operation of the legal
process. In order to freely exercise our
rights and privileges guaranteed by the
United States and State of Florida
Constitution, every citizen must fulfill
their duties.
As for me, American citizenship
means making sure I vote in all
elections, giving some of my time and
talent to the community and those who
may be less fortunate; praying daily for
wisdom and good judicial temperament
on and off the bench. And finally, never
becoming complacent with doing just
enough to get by, but always striving
for excellence in all my endeavors.

Loan From

NationsCredit
You Need To Know About Predatory Lending Practices

If you financed the purchase of your home or
refinanced with NationsCredit Financial Services
GRUNERISTRAHL
Corporation, you may be entitled to compensation
ATTORNEYS
from the lender.
Call for a free consultation regarding your
legal rights.

AT LAW

Predatory Lending Practices Can Involve:
•Credit insurance on the loan
•Overcharging for credit insurance
•Charging very high interest rates, fees or costs

•

JACKSONVILLE

(904)279-7122

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisement. Before you decide, ask us to send you free
written information about our qualifications and experience.

We love it when our readers say:
“I Love the Weekly Challengerl"
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
YMCA of Greater St. Petersburg presents
an early premiere of The Disney Channel
Sequel, The Cheetah Girls 2. Join us for a FREE

held September 11 through November 2, every
12.30 p.m. No prior background in Holocaust

19th Annual Silver Hat Awards. WorkNet
Pinellas is proud to invite you to be a part of the

removed. 2. 10th Ave. S. between Yale St S. and
26th St. S. will be removed. 3. 26th St. S. from
10th Ave S. to 11th Ave S. will be removed. For

Family Event! The Cheetah Girls 2 Hot Spot

education or history is needed. Candidates

19th Annual Silver Hat Awards, honoring Pinellas

more information contact Capital Improvements

Viewing Party Saturday, Augpst 26, 7:30-9:00

interested in taking theclass should contact Elyse
Gerber at 727.820.0100 Ext. 221.

County’s outstanding older workers and their
employers. WorkNet needs your help in finding

Department, City of St. Petersburg 727-893-7250.

older

community who deserve to be honored. The

M.O.V.E. Needs You. Motivated On Vision
And Empowerment Council, lnc.(M.O.V.E.) and the

show the premiere of the Disney Channel sequel,

Get Financially Fit This Summer and Fall!
Learn how to improve your finances with FREE

Silver Hat Awards will be a light, luncheon event

PARENT SUPPORT IN EDUCATION PROGRAM?

The Cheetah Girls 2 movie. The YMCA will

classes held by Pineiias County Extension.

held

M.O.V.E. and

and Snacks. This event is recommended for
families with children between the ages of six and

Manage Your Money, Build Your Wealth is a
series of three sessions on money management
to help participants set goals, increase

September 27, 2006, in union with National
Employ the Older Worker Week. The deadline for

Center 12th Street and 18th Ave, South, starting

nominations is Friday, August 18, 2006.

August 7th. All are welcomed and encouraged to

fourteen.

savings, reduce debt and make wise use of loans

If you have any questions, please contact
Jacqueline Skryd at jskryd@worknetpinellas.org

participate. For more information contact Elder

and credit. The presentations are scheduled for
the following times and times: Session 1:

or (727) 507-4300 ext. 3033.

information exchange and policy briefing between

Library,

Petersburg.

St. Petersburg Times Festival of Reading
Announces early line up of authors. The 14th

Volunteers Needed at the Free Clinic. The St.
Petersburg Free Clinic holds a volunteer orientation

concerned citizens and candidates for local, state
and federal office. The event is sponsored by the
South St. Petersburg Advocacy Project, Minority

Session 2: 6-8 p.m., Sept 19, 26 and Oct. 3, 6

Annual St. Petersburg Times Festival of Reading

every 2nd Tuesday of the month at 10:00 a.m. and

to 8 p.m., Pinellas County Extension,

is scheduled for Saturday, Oct 28, from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the University of South Florida St.

again on the 3rd Tuesday of the month at 3:30 p.m.
Current volunteer openings include: Special Event

Issues Advisory Council, Generations United'

(727) 582-2673. For more information on topics or

Petersburg. The free festival is an annual celebration

Volunteers, Food Packers for We Help Services,

Children’s’ Campaign, R’Club, Operation PAR,

locations, call Pinellas County Extension at

of, literacy, featuring nationally known authors,

Early Learning Coalition,, YMCA, Family Resources,

(727) 582-2113 or visit the Family and Consumer

book signings, panel discussions, workshops and

Intake workers for Beacon House and the Health
Center, and Receptionists for the administrative office.

Coordinated Child Care and others.

Sciences site, www.pinellascounty.org/extension.

a variety of entertainment. Applications can be
downloaded from the Times Festival of Reading

Volunteer opportunities are also available in the
Free Clinic Food Bank and the Free Clinic Women’s

Candidate Education Program 9:30 a.m. Mt. Zion

Tuesday Infant/Toddler Literacy. Get Ready,

web site at www.festivalofreading.com or requested

Residence. For more information about volunteer

Progressive Missionary Baptist Church 955 20th

Get Set, Let’s Learn! Join us for a workshop and

by leaving a name, address and phone number

opportunities or to attend the orientation, call

Street South. FREE TO THE PUBLIC

learn how to use developmentally appropriate

on the Festival of Reading information line at

Rebecca Russell-Gootee at (727) 861-1200, ext. 114.

materials for infants and toddlers that promote

(727) 892-2358.

pm at the Jim and Heather Gills YMCA located at
3200 First Avenue South. We’ll have dance and
fitness activities, Spanish themed food and then

provide families with Cheetah-licious Giveaways

Pre-registration is required.

Please

contact Kim Fritz at (727)895-9622 to register.

Pancakes, Children and Candidates, an

Monday and Thursday from 9.30 a.m. through

6-8
p.m., Aug. 24, 31 and Sep. 7, West Community

Ulmerton

6700

8th Ave.

Rd.,

Largo.

N.,

To

St.

register,

12520
call

Saturday, August 26, 2006. Breakfast 8:00 a.m.

Small Business Success. Back for a second
year. A program to help make your business

language and literacy learning. September 12,
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Call (727) 582-2122 for

thrive, not just survive...And more! Saturday

registration information. Free and open to all

September 9, 2006 from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. At

caregivers, parents and child care professionals.

University of South Florida, 140 7th Ave. So.
Davis Hall, Rm. 130. Registration fee $50.
Registration deadline September 4. To register,
exhibit or for more information, please call 727

22nd Annual 5k Crime Prevention Run
and Family Festival in the park will be held
Saturday, September 16, 2006 from 9:00 a.m. -

893-7146 or e-mail ondria.mcdonald@stpete.org.

2:00 p.m. at Campbell Park Community Center
601 14th Street South. Crime prevention run

FLORIDA HOLOCAUST MUSEUM LOOKING
FOR NEW DOCENTS, The Florida Holocaust

registration starts at 9:00 a.m. with the race
beginning at 10:00 a.m. Family festival will start at

Museum is currently recruiting for new docents.

11:00 a.m. and end at 2:00 p.m.

Individuals must be able to commit to a seven-

information contact Lendel Bright at (727) 3272081, ext 225.

week training course. Training classes will be

For more

workers

at

Ruth

and

employers

Eckerd

District 2- No Endorsement
District 3- Lew Williams
District 6- Linda Lerner
District 7- Mary Brown
Founded in 1997, AAVREC seeks to
organize African-Americans and all people of
goodwill who have a sincere and dedicated
commitment to the struggle for political,
economic, and social justice.

Parents meet monthly on the
1st Monday - 6:30 p.m. @ the Enoch Davis

Rainey at (727) 866-2589.

Science Center needs Volunteers. If you like
people, enjoy children or just want to spend a few
hours a week helping a wonderful cause, The

Volunteer

as

a

mentor

for

Science Center has the opportunity for you!

successful

Volunteers are needed for many activities including

parenting. For further information contact:

greeting incoming school buses, working in the

Kerri Aaronson, Coordinator - Parent Aide
Program (727) 544-3900 x168.

Science Center store, aiding staff in the front office
and helping out during the numerous events held
each year. Come spend your free time in a fun

Permanent Road Closures. Anticipated
construction of the new Wildwood Park Sports
complex addition tentatively scheduled to
begin Aug. 1 and be completed by Oct 31 will
permanently close 3 roadways: 1. Irving Ave. S.

atmosphere with a group of people dedicated to

between Yale St. S. and 26th St. S. will be

www.sciencecenterofpineHas.com.

Lew Williams • Linda Lerner • Mary Brown

Don’t Worry, Gram - The Hospice Is Here
And we’re here for you too - as long as you need us.
You can count on The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast
to be wherever you need us to be - in your own home,
hospital, nursing home, assisted living facility or in our
hospice houses.
Doctors recommend us to patients and families and say:
I know my patients are in capable, compassionate hands
We work together to relieve pain and symptoms
Caregivers receive valuable tips
Families in grief are supported

For 30 years our community has breathed a sigh of relief
when -The Hospice is here.

licensed to serve tfaeer®

Your life. Our life’s work:*

727-586-4432 • www.TheHospice.org

Wednesday,

Enjoy feeling a “Happy Heart” when you share
your wisdom and life skills with a parent!

For further information, please contact
Abdul K. Ali, AAVREC Board Member, at
727- 867-7067.

5771 Roosevelt Boulevard • Clearwater, Florida 33760

on

the

Make a difference in the life of a parent.

AAVREC Endorses Candidates for Pinellas
County School Board
ST. PETERSBURG - .The AfricanAmerican Voters Research and Education
Committee (AAVREC) announces its candidate
endorsements for the upcoming election for
the Pinellas County School Board.
After an extensive interview and research
process conducted by AAVREC, the
organization endorses
the following
candidates:

Hall

around

science education for the entire community! For
more information contact Hilary Knapper, Monday
through Friday at 727 384-0027 extension 223.
To leam more about the Science Center visit

Whole Lot of Kindness
Help pours in for a St. Petersburg woman
raising 11 children after her daughter’s slaying.
By ABHI RAGHUNATHAN
ST. PETERSBURG - Co-workers
donated clothes. Strangers offered boxes
of food. And one woman wanted to give
them a double-wide mobile home.
They were all moved by the story of
Francina Brown, the 52-year-old
grandmother raising 11 children in a tiny
one-bedroom apartment on Newton
Avenue S. Most of the kids are her
grandchildren; the others are also
relatives. Brown already was raising six
children, then took ip five more when
her daughter was killed last month. The
nursing home cook carried her burden
anonymously until the St: Petersburg
Times profiled her Monday.
“I’m very thankful,” Brown said.
“I’m just shy. Fve always been
independent. It’s kind of hard for me to
talk to people, but I want them to know
that I appreciate everything 'they’ve
done.”
Brown’s
daughter
Jacqueline
Johnson was killed by a longtime friend
last month, police said. Ebony Williams,
25, stabbed Johnson, 33, in the neck
with a screwdriver after an argument,
according to police. Williams was arrested
on a charge of second-degree murder.
After five of Johnson’s children
moved in, Brown’s small apartment
turned into a scene of chaos. Six
children sleep in bunk beds, and the rest
usually sleep on the floor or on a futon.
“She’s a brave woman,” said Mary
Graham-McElroy, 86, who offered to
donate canned goods and clothes. “So
many people are running away from
their children, and she’s trying to keep
them together.”
Lawyer Darryl Rouson’s firm has
helped set up an account to behefit the
Brown family at Freedom Bank.
When strangers offer help, Brown
smiles and says thanks. In some ways,
the publicity is hard on a quiet woman

who grew up working on a farrti, raising
children and minding her own business.
Local celebrities also are helping.
Boxing champion Jeff “Left Hook”
Lacy’s charity is donating $1,000 in
certificates for groceries. “It’s really
something that hit home and we wanted
to give something to her,” Lacy said.
Dan Birmingham, Lacy’s trainer and
the owner of the St. Pete Boxing Club,
said he wanted to', encourage people to
donate to Brown.
“I feel for the lady,” he said.
Radio station WBTP-FM 95.7, “The
Beat,” also is publicizing Brown’s
situation to raise money for her.
Toni Cooper, 49, a longtime friend
of Brown who is helping coordinate:
donations, said she was stunned thatAo
many people wanted to help Browrt.
“I’ll .admit I was really ..surprised,”
Cooper said. “There’s qAvhole lot of
people out there who definitely care
about other people.”
Abhi Raghunathan can be reached
at araghunathan@sptimes.com or (727)
893-8472.
Reprinted with permission from the
St. Petersburg Times.

Leila Wilson, left, marketing director for the law
firm Rouson & Dudley, hugs Francina Browh
after Wilson and lawyer Darryl Rouson stopped
by to tell her about the trust the office set up for
the family in the name of Community Benefit
Network at Freedom Bank. In the background
are Brown's granddaughters Tamara Johnson,
16, and her sister, Sharie Johnson, 15.
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STATE NEWS
$100 Million in Grants Will be Used
Florida Lags in No Child Left
to Gird Homes Against Storms
Behind; Jeb Wants Law Changed
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) Florida will get $100 million in
hurricane recovery money from the
federal government and use it to
help strengthen homes to make them
better able to withstand hurricanes,
officials announced Friday.
The U.S. Housing and Urban
Development Department is making
the money available to Florida,

which has said it will use it to
pay for upgrading of homes in
communities that were hit with
hurricanes last year to lessen the
impact of future storms .
The money is part of more than
$16 billion in federal grant money
given to several Gulf coast states,
this year to help with long term
recovery from Hurricanes Derinis,

Katrina, Rita and Wilma in 2005.
State officials have yet to
determine exactly how Florida’s
share will be divvied up amorig
communities in the state, but it will
go to counties that were declared a
disaster after Hurricane Wilma.
Florida has received more than
$283 million in HUD disaster relief
since the 2004 hurricane season.

Mourning Re-Signs With Heat

Miami Heat center Alonzo Mourning

MIAMI (AP)-Alonzo Mourning
re-signed with the Miami Heat on
Friday, a formality after the veteran
center announced last morith that he
would return for the coming season
and help the team defend its NBA
championship.
Terms :of the deal were not
disclosed. Mourning played last

season for the veterans’ minimum season,” Mourning said. “I look
salary of about $1.1 million; the forward to one day retiring as a
new deal was not expected to be member of the Heat, but right now,
I feel great and. can’t wait to get out
significantly different.
“It’s obviously great to have Zo on the court and try to repeat:”
With Mourning re-signed, the
back,” Heat coach Pat Riley said in
Heat
has seven members of its
a statement released by the team.
“We know how important he is to eight-man. playoff rotation under
the city, this franchise, and in helping contract for next season. The only
us try to repeat as NBA champions. player not signed yet is veteran guard
Gary Payton, who has often said he
It’s a good day.”
Mourning, who underwent a intends to play a 17th season and
kidney transplant in December 2003, would like to stay in Miami.
Mourning, a seven-time Allannounced July 15 that he would be
back in Miami for his 14th NBA season. Star, is Miami’s all-time leader in
He: averaged 7.8 points, 5.5 .games played (491), blocked shots
rehounds and 2.66 blocks, making (1,405), free throws made (2,328)
20 starts as Shaquille O’Neal’s and free throws attempted (3,512).
backup and ranking third in the NBA He was a key part of the Heat’s
rotation last season, and had eight
in blocks per game.
“I love this organization, the points, six rebounds and five
fans and the whole South Florida blocked shots - in only 14 minutes
community and I’m happy to have - in Miami’s title-clinching victory
the opportunity to join my teammates oyer Dallas in Game 6 of this year’s
and defend our championship this NBA finals.

naggs' '***

1-800-MORGAN-LAW
TAMPA (813)651-1414

www.forthepeople. com

Free Hospital and House Calls • Se Habla Espanol
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|
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The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon
advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free, written information
about our qualifications and experience. *Fercentage fee computed on gross
recovery before expenses (which we will advance) are deducted. Office Tampa.

By BILL KACZOR
Associated Press Writer

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) Jacksonville’s George Washington
Carver Elementary is a B school in
the state’s eyes and barely missed
getting an A this year.
Yet, Carver, which once got D’s
and F’s, still is considered a failing
school under the federal No Child
Left Behind law, which was
adopted in 2001.
It is one of 2,278 Florida
schools - 7.1 percent of the total that have .failed to make the
adequate yearly progress, or AYP,
required by No Child Left Behind
in 2006. That’s in sharp contrast to
the state’s report card that this year
gave an A or B to three of every
four Florida schools.
Gov. Jeb Bush and state education
officials have responded to those
contradictory results by proposing
an experimental AYP program that
would give Florida schools a better
shot at meeting federal standards.
The governor also is lobbying for
changes in the No Child Left
Behind law, the centerpiece for the
domestic policy of his brother,
President Bush, when it comes up
for reauthorizatiori next year.
“How could you argue with a B?”
said Carver principal Becky Rhoden.
“The gains that these students made
at Carver went through the roof and
that’s why this school rose to aB.”
Carver met No Child Left Behind
goals in all except one of 39 possible
categories. That still wasn’t enough.
Only special education students,
including children with learning or
emotional ’disabilities, failed to
score high enough as a subgroup
on their version of the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test,
or FCAT, Rhoden said.
Carver and 29 other Florida
school's that have missed AYP five
years in a row must come up with
restructuring plans for the 2007-08
academic year. That number could
grow to more than 500 the following
year.
Restructuring can include
replacing the principal and faculty,
a takeover by the state or a private
company, conversion to a charter
school or. “any other major
restructuring,” according to the
law. State Education Commissioner
John Winn expects most Florida
schools to take the "any other”
option. It can include less drastic
changes such as curriculum
modifications.
Mecheall Giombetti, principal
of Endeavor Elementary in Cocoa,
said her sehool already has done
most things on the list including
staffing changes, while raisihg its
grade from F to C over a four-year
span, but it still has missed AYP for
five years.
“I can’t see them reconstituting
the school again,” she said.
Schools that fail to make AYP

two or more years in a row must
give students an opportunity to
transfer to better public schools
with the school district paying for
transportation. After three years,
they must offer private tutoring.
This year, 185 Florida schools
.must offer transfers and 865 tutoring
and transfers.
Florida has 3,830 public schools
but only the 1,398 getting federal
Title I money for disadvantaged
students can be sanctioned. They
must spend 20 percent of it for
transfers and tutoring.
Some school districts have been
reluctant to accept tutoring by
private companies or organizations.
Officials estimate no more than 34
percent _ 23,374 _ of 68,442
eligible students participated last
school year, the first it was offered.
They also estimate 7,777 students
took transfers due to No Child Left
Behind but say others may have left
the same schools, under other
choice programs. ;. .
“We learned a lot of lessons in
the first year and hope for that to be
much smoother this year,” Winn
said.
The FCAT is the measuring tool
for No Child Left Behind and the
state’s grades but each uses the
scores in a different way.
The state awards points for
FCAT gains, including extra credit
if the lowest performing quarter of
a school’s students improves. A
school can get a good grade even if
weak in one area.
No Child Left Behind is more
rigid. To make AYP last year at
least 95 percent of a Florida
school’s students had to take the
FCAT, 50 percent or more had to
score at grade level in math and 44
percent in reading. The minimums
will increase yearly until they reach
100 percent in 2013-14.
The primary criteria also have
to be met by each of eight subgroups,
if large enough to be measured:
white, black,' Hispanic, Asian,
American Indian, economically
disadvantaged, limited English
speakers and disabled. There also
are writing and high school
graduation goals.
Any D or F school automatically
fails AYP. If an A, B or C school
misses just one criteria, like Carver
did, it also misses AYP.
“That
demonstrates
a
misunderstanding
about
how
improvement takes place,” Winn said.
Florida has seen dramatic gains
because its grading system sets
reasonable goals but AYP standards
have become hopeless, he said.
“Each year you get farther and
farther behind,” Winn said. “People
throw up their hands, and I think
No Child Left Behind is kind of
losing its power as a motivator for
change by , being so rigid and being
just a pass-fail kind of achievement.”
The U.S. . Department of
Education has agreed to let up to 10

states adopt experimental growth
models that track individual student
achievement. Florida’s proposal
was rejected but state officials plan
to resubmit it with changes to
resolve calculating process objections.
Gov. Bush and other Florida
officials want similar revisions in
tiie national program when the law
is reconsidered next year.
“We don’t want this to be
punitive to anybody,” Bush said.
“We just want results.”
The

governor

also

has

advocated a federal school grading
system similar to Florida’s instead
of the pass-fail of AYP and national
proficiency standards instead of
different ones in every state.
He also advocates changes to
federal law that would link teacher
pay to performance, higher salaries
for teachers in fields with shortages
and ways to dismiss poor teachers.
Bush said he Spoke briefly
about his proposals to the president
and in detail to U.S. Secretary of
Education Margaret Spellings. The
governor said his proposals don’t
mean he opposes No Child Left
Behind.
"It’s

an

excellent tool for

advancing reforni, but it can be
enhanced to be even better,” Bush
said.
The . federal

law

requires

“proficiency” but doesn’t define
that term, leaving it to the states to
set their own levels.
“There was a tendency to kind
of
lowball
what
you
call
proficient,” Winn said. "We got

penalized by the federal program
for being honest and setting high
standards.”
Only about 30 percent of Florida’s
schools have met those standards.
Much

higher percentages have

gained AYP status, and avoided
sanctions, in states that set lower
standards.
Florida got into that fix by
using the same standards it set for
the school grading system, said
Jack Jennings, president of the
independent Center on Education
Policy.
“The state could have changed
its goals for No Child Left Behind,
but then it would have been accused
of watering down its expectations,”
Jennings said.
Jennings said it was interesting
that a Republican administration,
usually opposed, to federal education
controls, would support a national
standard.
“It would solve a lot of problems,
but I don’t know if we’re ready for
that in this country,” he said.
At Carver Elementary, Rhoden
doesn’t worry whether her school is
being unfairly sanctioned.
“We need to realize that all
children

can

learn,”

she

said.

“Exceptional students just need
more help and more time, and we
can

make

accommodations

for

them.”

Unemployment Edges Up in July,
Still Lower Than Last Year
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) Florida’s unemployment rate edged
up slightly last month, but was still
lower in July than a year ago.
The July unemployment rate
was 3.3 percent, up from 3 percent
in June, but down,from July 2005
when 3.7 percent of those seeking
work couldn’t find it. Nationally,
4.8 percent of people seeking jobs
were out of work last month.
State officials were keen to tout
the state’s job growth in July, which

at 3.3 percent was twice the national
rate. Florida added 259,800 jobs in
the month, the state Agency for
Workforce Innovation reported Friday.
Agency officials said that Florida
had the lowest unemployment rate
among the ten most populous states
in July.
Florida’s seasonally adjusted
unemployment rate for July 2006 of
3.3 percent was 1.5 percentage points
lower than the national rate of 4.8
percent.

Job growth was led by the
construction industry, which grew
fastest of all sectors at 8 percent
from the same month last year.
The

Miami-Fort

Lauderdale

area led the state in job growth, but
Walton County in the western
Panhandle

reported

the

lowest

unemployment rate in the state in
July at 2.2 percent.
Hendry County in rural southcentral Florida had the highest
unemployment rate at 8.9 percent..
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NATIONAL
Andrew Young Steps Down From
Wal-Mart Committee Post

Arutoew Young
By BERNARD McGHEE
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA (AP) - Civil rights
leader Andrew Young, who was
hired to help Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
improvfe its public image, said early
Friday he was stepping down from
his position as head of an outside
support group amid criticism for
remarks Seen as racially offensive.
It was a public relations black
eye for Wal-Mart, which has made
repeated commitments to diversity,
analysts said;
Young, a former Atlanta mayor
and U.N. ambassador, was hired fey
Working Families for Wal-Mart in
February. Wal-Mart says Working
Families is an independent body,
even though it is primarily funded
by the retailer and touts Wal-Mart’s
benefits for workers, customers and
communities.
“I think I was on the verge of
becoming part of the controversy,
and I didn’t want to become a
distraction from the main issues, so
I thought I ought to step down,”
Young told The Associated Press.
Young, once a close associate
of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
said his decision to step down
followed a report in the weekly Los
Angeles Sentinel, which he said
was misread and misinterpreted.
In the Sentinel interview, Yoting
was asked about whether he was
concerned Wal-Mart causes smaller,
mom-and-pop stores to close.
“Well, I think they should; they
ran the ‘mom and pop’ stores out of
my neighborhood,” the paper

quoted Young as saying. “But you talk about who would replace Young.
Wal-Mart’s critics said Young’s
see<, those are the people who have
been overcharging us, selling us comments punched a hole in the
stale bread and bad meat and wilted retailer’s arguments that it wants to
vegetables. And they sold out and benefit inner city neighborhoods
moved to Florida. I think they’ve and local small businesses.
“Young’s comments undermine
ripped off our communities enough.
First it was Jews, then it was Wal-Mart’s urban strategy and their
Koreans and now it’s Arabs; very claim that they can help small
' few black people own these stores.” neighborhood businesses flourish,”
Young, who has apologized for said Nu Wexlar from Wal-Mart
the remarks, said he decided to end Watch, a group hacked by unions
his involvement with Working and a coalition of environmental,
Families for Wal-Mart after he women’s and other advocacy
started getting calls about the story. groups.
“Things that are matter-of-fact
Young had lobbied for Walih Atlanta, in the New York and Los Mart’s efforts to move into poorer
Angeles environment tend to be a city neighborhoods, one of the new
lot more volatile,” he said.
markets Where Wal-Mart is seeking
He said working with the group to grow from its traditional rural
“was also taking more of my time base.
than I thought.”
As part of that effort, Chief
. Reading from a statement, WaL Executive Lee Scott said in April
Mart spokesman John Simley said Wal-Mart will build more than 50
Friday that the company supported stores in the next two years in
Young’s decision to resign and that blighted urban neighborhoods and
Young’s comments do not reflect coach local small businesses on
Wal-Mart’s views.
how to compete with Wal-Mart or
“We are appalled by those sell their products through the
comments,” Simley said. “We are retailer.
also dismayed that they would
Another campaign group, unioncome from someone who has funded WakeUpWalMart.com, said
worked so hard for so many years Young’s comments were similar to
for equal rights in this country.”
attacks by Wal-Mart on Democratic
Young’s ouster will mar Wal-Mart’s politicians who are taking part in
stepped up efforts to counter WakeUpWalMart’s national bus
organized critics and present itself tour aimed at pressuring Wal-Mart
as a good corporate citizen, said to improve wages and benefits for
Paul Argenti, professor of corporate its workers.
communication and reputation
“While Ambassador Young has
management at the Tuck School of now resigned as chair of Working
Business at Dartmouth University.
Families for Wal-Mart, a front
“It will hurt their credibility group established and directly
across the board,” Argenti said.
financed by Wal-Mart, these hateful
Wal-Mart disagreed. “I don’t statements only serve to raise more
think this is something that Wal-Mart serious questions about the recent
will get the responsibility for,” said attacks this same group has
Bob McAdam, Wal-Mart’s vice volleyed against some of America’s
president of corporate communications. great leaders,” spokesman Chris
Working Families spokesman Kofinis said in a statement.
Kevin Sheridan said the group,
Associated
Press
Writers
which he said has 140,000 members Marcus Kabel in Springfield, Mo.,
nationally, will carry on but that it and Jeremiah Marquez in Los
would be speculation at this point to Angeles contributed to this report.

Sharpton Wants Black Youths to Forget
“Gangster Mentality,” Get into Politics

The Family Name Lives On
Gone, but not forgotten.
Special to the Challenger

Death is a natural part of life,
although we may lose loved ones
they are not forgotten. There are
many ways to remember loved ones.
One example is to honor them by
passing on their names and the use
of their names, especially for the
right cause.
One special family in Omaha,
Nebraska has done just that. With
the help of Youth Coordinator
Linwood Coffin and his wife Lynn,
the Hooks family strives to keep
their father’s name alive and of
good use to help others.
For many years Levester Hooks
entered and won the annual fishing
tournament for local youth and
senior citizens. After a long battle
with cancer, Mr. Hooks passed
away in 1998. In honor of a man
who consistently won with class,
(Mr. Hooks never accepted any
gifts or prizes, instead he offered
them to the younger participants)
Linwood graciously named the
tournament, “The Levester Hooks
Memorial Youth arid Senior Fishing
Tournament.”
The Hooks family was very
moved by this gesture and has
always supported Linwood with his
efforts. Many family members have
moved away but return every year
for this special event. Son Michael
Hooks of St. Petersburg, FL., “I
plan my vacation to make sure I can
attend this event every year.”
Daughter Shirley Davis of Denver,
CO., “I love Omaha and this is
another reason to return home.”
Every year the number of
participants increase and the
community of North Omaha grows
and becomes closer. For example,
6-year-old Rianna Gunter put her
pole to good use on the day by
besting her family and friends by
catching 12 fish “The kids have
been waiting weeks for this special
day,” said Terry Gunter, Rianna’s
father. “As soon as the fliers came
out, they were showing them to us
and they wouldn’t let us forget
about it.” '
Prizes are awarded for the first
catch, biggest fish, smallest fish,
most fish and most unusual catch,
(which often includes snapping
turtles.) Hamburgers, hot dogs, chips
and sodas are served for lunch.

“It’s important that the kids
catch something early,” said Bob
Taylor of Papillion, a sub-division
20 miles west of Omaha. “That’s
got to happen to keep them
interested.” Patience is the hardest
thing to teach, he said. “A lot of
kids want to cast, take the line in
and out and cast again. You need
patience.” Taylor was one of a
group of volunteer men kept busy
rigging “loaner” fishing poles for
those who didn’t have their own.
The tournament was held for
several years at Miller Park,
although with the increased
participation the tournament was
recently moved to the larger
Benson Park. The Nebraska Game
and Parks Commission recently
stocked the Benson lagoon with
1,400 assorted fish.
Linwood said he was pleased
with the turnout of about 200
people. That figure included three
groups on outings from local senior
citizens homes. “This is a very
positive event where everyone can
interact, make new friends and just
have fun.”

“We just love fishing, but we
haven’t had a lot of time for it
lately,” “I don't really know who
Levester Hooks was but I am
thankful to him for the use of his
name and for this tournament,” said
Robert Sullivan.
Linwood gives special thanks to
the Hooks Family for their support
and the use of their father's name.
“The Hooks Family has always
been supportive of any community
function,” states Mrs. Hooks, (wife
of Levester) “We enjoy the coming
together of friends, family and the
community.”
This is one of many ways to
keep the 'memory and name of
loved ones alive and helpful within
the community. This was created by
a caring father setting a great
example while interacting with his
family. All families should spend as
much quality time together as
possible, tomorrow is not promised.
The memories will last a life time
and beyond. Gone, but not forgotten.

Robert Sullivan and daughter, DeZyre fishing during the
Levester Hooks Memorial Youth Fishing Tournament

Only a Quarter of HIV Patients
Getting Treated
By: Beth Duff-Brown,
Associated Press

Rev. Al Sharpton, left, Lottie Shackelford, Vice Chair of the Democratic National Committee, center, and
Indianapolis city councilman Ike Randolph

By CLIFF BRUNT
Associated Press Writer

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Many
black youths fall under a spell Of
“gangster mentality,” preventing
them from becoming leaders and
making a positive impact in
politics, the Rev, Al Sharpton said.
The civil rights activist faulted
Hollywood and the record industry
for making “gangsterism” seem
cool and acceptable.
“We have got to get out of this
gangster mentality, acting as if
gangsterism and blackness are
synonymous,”
Sharpton
said
Thursday at the annual conference
of the National Association of

Black Journalists.
“I think we’ve allowed a whole
generation of young people to feel
that if they’re focused, they’re not
black enough. If they speak well
and act well, they’re acting white,
and there’s nothing more racist than
that.”
The key to leadership is taking
the initiative to change things, said
Sharpton. He said his National
Action Network is just one group
willing to help young black leaders
get into politics.
“Nobody broke in my house in
Brooklyn and dragged me out the
projects and made me a leader, I
wanted to do that. Clearly, we
would work with young people who

want to do the work,” he said.
Lottie
Shackelford,
vice
chairwoman of the Democratic
National Committee, said during
the same panel discussion that the
time is ripe for getting more young
black people involved.
' “So many young folk's are
waiting to be asked, or they say
they want others to move so they
can gain a slot, and I say, there’s
room for everybody. Let’s work
together,” she said.
Sharptqn, who competed in
several Democratic primaries
during a 2004 presidential bid, said
he might run again in 2008 but will
decide after this November’s
elections.

TORONTO (AP) - Only onefourth of the people who need
drugs to fight the AIDS virus have
access to these lifesaving medicines,
scientists told a global AIDS
summit Wednesday, but the news
wasn’t all bad.
In sub-Saharan Africa, where
two-thirds of the nearly 39 million
people with HIV live, the number
on drug therapy passed 1 million
,for the first time - a tenfold increase
since 2003.
“The combined efforts of donors,
affected nations, U.N. agencies and
public health authorities are
providing substantial, ongoing
increases in access to lifesaving
HIV treatment,” said Dr. Kevin De
Cock, director of the World Health
Organization’s AIDS program.
Not everyone with HIV needs
drug treatment - only those whose
immune systems have weakened

beyond a certain level where they
are likelyto develop AIDS. By the
end of June, 1.65 million people
were on antiviral drugs, or about 24
percent of those who need them,
according to WHO
“While the 76 percent still
untreated represents a predominantly
empty glass, trends in scale-up
nonetheless have been encouraging
in the areas with the most people
with HIV,” De Cock said.
Sub-Saharan Africa still accounts
for 70 percent of those who should
be on drugs but are not.
Children in particular are being
left out. Worldwide, an estimated
800,000 children under the age of
15 require drug treatment, but only
60,000 to 100,000 are getting it, De
Cock reported Wednesday at the
16th International AIDS Conference.
One of every seven people
dying of HIV-related illnesses
worldwide is a child under 15.
Since the first cases were recognized
25 years ago, 25 million people

have died of AIDS.
Pregnant, women also lack
adequate care. Less than 10 percent
of those with HIV in poor countries
get pills that can prevent spreading
the virus to newborns. The problem
has been virtually eliminated in
wealthier countries of the West.
Also Wednesday, WHO called
on AIDS experts to intensify their
push for treating tuberculosis,
which could prevent the deaths of a
quarter-million people a year.
TB kills 5,000 people each day.
- second only to HIV at 6,000 even though TB is curable.
“Joint TB and HIV interventions
can save lives and must be
accelerated,” said Dr. Helene Gayle,
president of the International AIDS
Society and co-chair of the summit.
More than a third of all people
who have HIV also are infected
with the germ that causes TB, she
noted.
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OBITUARIES
-------- FINAL RITES---------

Reggae Vocalist and Songwriter
Joseph Hill Dies at 57
The group’s Web Site said the
band will continue its summer
concert tour as a tribute to the
smooth-voiced tenor, with Hill’s
son Kenyatta taking on lead

Douglas Keith
Cuff

Ben
Gilyard, Jr.

Bom February 2,1963,
in Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
Douglas Keith Cuff departed
this life July 20,2006.
He leaves to cherish his
memories his companion,
Geraldine Ramsey of
Harrisburg, PA; two sons,
Raymond Holifield of
Harrisburg, PA and Shane
Cuff of Virginia, PA; one
daughter, Dacery Cuff of
Harrisburg, PA; his father,
Leo Charles Willis of
Houston, TX; three
brothers, Jeremiah Williams
of St. Petersburg, Vinson
Vaskerville and Charles
Cuff, both of Harrisburg,
PA; two sisters, Connie Cuff
of Harrisburg, PA and Joan
Jackson of St. Petersburg;
four grandchildren; and a
host of nieces, nephews,
other relatives and loving
friends.

Bom August 6, 1944,
in Sanford Florida to the
late Benjamin Gilyard,
Sr. and Tweddy Midline
Gilyard, Ben Gilyard, Jr.
departed this life August
16,2006.
Those left to cherish
his memories are his
wife Deborah Gilyard;
two sons, Jack Brown
of St. Petersburg and
Larry Gilyard of Mount
Dora, FL; three daughters
Kamisha Malloy, JJnited
States Army, Iraq,
Davisha Jackson and
Talishay Harrington, both
of St. Petersburg; 16
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren and a
host of other relatives and
loving friends.

Lawrence B.
Williams
Bom December 17,^
1957 in Lake City, FL to
Ernestine Williams and
the late Frederick Williams,
Lawrence B. Williams
departed this life August
14,2006.
Those left to cherish
his memories are his
devoted mother Ernestine
Williams; five sisters
Noreen Jones (Wallace)
of Lake City, FL, Debra
Williams of Queens, NY,
Sandra Crawford (Terrance)'
of St. Petersburg, FL,
Tracy Mitchell (Paul) of
Orlando, FL and Tonya
McHenry (Jimmy) of.
Tacoma, WA; maternal
grandmother Jeanette
Davis of Lake City, FL;
five nephews; eight nieces;
and a host of aunts, uncles, ■
cousins, and other sorrowing
friends and relatives.

Joseph Hill

KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) Joseph Hill, lead vocalist and
songwriter for the traditional
“roots” reggae group Culture,
died Saturday. He was 57.

Hill abruptly fell ill and died
in Berlin while the group were in
the middle of a European tour,
according to his daughter Andrea.
She did not know the cause of death.

vocals.
One of reggae’s most
enduring bands, Culture was led
by Hill for three decades. Hill
penned the group’s best known
songs, including “Two Sevens
Clash,” “Natty Never Get Weary”
and “I’m Not Ashamed.”.
Bom in the rural Jamaican
parish of St. Catherine in 1949,
Hill began his musical career in
the late 1960s as a percussionist.
As the Rastafarian influence
on reggae grew in the 1970s, he
formed Culture and remained its
driving force through more than
30 albums.

Hill said “Two Sevens
Clash,”
Culture’s
most
influential record, was based on a
prediction by Pan-Africanist
Marcus Garvey, who said there
would be chaos on July 7, 1977,
when the “sevens” met. With its
apocalyptic message, the song
created a stir in his Caribbean
homeland and many Jamaican
businesses and schools shuttered
their doors for the day.
In 2005, the singer, a devout
Rastafarian, was honored by the
Jamaican government for his
contribution to the island nation’s
culture.
Andrea Hill, of Kingston,
said funeral arrangements for her
father had not been scheduled.
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Barker, Peggy (1984). “What happened when grandma died” (For children)
Clarke, Roy H. (Ed ) (1999). “Beside still waters; Words of comfort for the soul”
Davis Verdell
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FUNERAL HOME

Traditional - Memorial and
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Cremation
World Wide Shipping
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We arrange Military Honors and
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“Let me grieve, but not forever"

Donnelly, Nina Hermann (1987)
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“I never knew what to say”
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“It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid fdr - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind. •
So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home
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MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
OF ST. PETERSBURG
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Obituary Section

(Direct Cremations w/free urn - $895.00

Guideiines:
Photos are printed in
black and white only

"Now Hiring - Lady Attendants,
please call for interview"

Deadline for submission is
4 p.m. Monday

Affordable and Compassionate
3301 5th Ave. S., St. Petersburg

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727)

895-6005

(fraveside Service starting at - $1299.00

Obituaries can be delivered
or e-mailed to:
wceditor@tampabay.rr.com

(727)323-8132

Lisa M. Speights

24 hour service

LFD and Owner
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
-------------------CHURCH EVENTS LISTING -------------------NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH
“Thankful People Are Unified People”
New Philadelphia Community Chureh is grateful
to God for its spiritual and numerical growth. Both
Bible Study and Wisdom School expresses gratitude to
God for the faithful constancy of a devoted believing
remnant. Thanksgiving is also conveyed heavenward
for membership growth attributed to relocation of
families to St. Petersburg. The blessed presence of
unity and harmony among church family is a joy to
behold with addition of these families.
On Sunday, Pastor will conclude his sermon series
on the Holy Spirit’s empowerment Of believers.
Proclamation focus during mid-morning worship
will be insidious nature of idolatry in the world today.
Members will be challenged to “consider your way” as
posed to Israel by prophet Haggai in Bible- book
which bears his name, Goal of series was to inspire
God’s people at New Philadelphia to seek a higher
spiritual awareness during this period after Pentecost.
Baptism is tentatively scheduled for the morning of
September 10,2006. Persons to be baptized must contact
Pastor if this date is Satisfactory. This service will take
place on the. northeast shore of the waterfront in
downtown St. Petersburg. Church family should plan
now to be present.

MT. ZION A.M.E. CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
Cogic

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the
leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of
St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its wishes
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings'
upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded, in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief
that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing for a
world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened
word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to
work and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ. Our prayer for our
community is that you would join us in fellowship as
we worship and praise the true and the living God.

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor
The New Hope family invites you to worship with
us on Sunday morning. Our. morning begins with
Sunday School at 9:00. There are classes available for
all ages! Bring the entire family to leam more about
our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 with the Voices of
Hope and the Levites of Hope leading the congregation
in praise. The Music team consists of Michael
MeKenny, Vernard MeKenny, Marcus Childs, and
Corey Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our
Esteemed Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will
be delighted to have you worship with us!.

Church Calendar for August

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

The Pentecostal Temple church family is always
happy to greet guests and visitors. Our services are filled
with heartfelt prayer,, glorious praise and worship and
anointed preaching fro'm God’s Word. Please see our
listing in the Church Directory section of this newspaper
for the days and times of our regular services.
“Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and
honour and power: for thou hast created all things, and
for thy pleasure they are and were created.”
Revelation 4:11
The Presence of the Lord was great among us as
we exalted Him through our praise and worship. The
Word of the Lord was rich as Pastor Edward Franklin
preached from the subject of “The Name of Jesus.”
Scripture references included Philippians 2:9-11,
Proverbs 18:10, Mark 16:17, Acts 3:1-6 and Isaiah
10:27. Pastor Franklin called our attention to the fact
that the same power that was in Jesus when He walked
on the earth is in His name!. He reminded us that
healing, deliverance and salvation are in Jesus’ name.
He outlined conditions for using Jesus’ name so that
we get a positive outcome in our life situations: 1) we
must be authorized through redemption (we must be a
believer), 2) the name must be used along with faith
and 3) we must know its worth. The name of Jesus is
above every other name and has great power in heaven,
in the earth and under the earth and we can use it in our
daily walk. The congregation was blessed as the Word
of God came forth .
. We invite you to join us and be blessed through
these upcoming services:
Thursday & Friday, August 24th arid 25th - 7:30 p.m.
— Prayer and Consecration;
Sunday, August 27th - 11:00 a.m. - Morning
Worship w'ith the Daughters in Ministry in charge,.
You can also be blessed at our Super Sidewalk Sale
on Saturday, September 2nd from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
on our courtyard. Quality used items will include
ladies’ hats, men’s and ladies’ clothes, shoes, handbags,
jewelry and household items. Dinners^ baked goods
,and soft drinks will also be sold. Pentecostal Temple
Cogic is located at 2230 22nd Street South in St.
Petersburg. ■ .

August 28

Coming in the Month of September...
September 1
September 4
September 4-8
September 9
September 9

Mount Up At Mt. Zion

. “Great is the Lord, and most worthy ofpraise
Psalm 48:1”
Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt. Zion
church family invite members and friends to come
celebrate “Glass Leaders Day” at 7:30 and/or 11:00
a.m. worship service. Plan to sit together with your
class leader. A fellowship dinner will be served after
the 11:00 a.m. servicfe. The Youth Choir will render
praise in song. Church School will commence at 9:30
a.m. Pastor Williams will deliver the Word at both

September 15

services. Come be blessed!

September 17
September 19

Weekly ministries:

September 24

Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study, 11:00 a.m.

Bible Study, 6:00 p.m.
Hour of Power, 7:00 p.m,
Upcoming Events:
• September 8th - 4th Quarterly Conference
• September 17th - Pastor William’s Anniversary
• September 24th - Family and Friends Day
What a time! What a time! What a great time

we shared at our Annual Women’s Conference 2006.
Friday’s banquet was a sheer delight; It was elegant
and anointed in song with .special quest Evangelist
Dorothy Norwood and spiritually through the Word of
God by way of Pastor Bonita Fagin. We started early
Saturday morning with a prayer walk, which prepared
our hearts, souls and minds for the dynamic teaching
workshops that revived, healed and restored us for a
greater work.
Sunday’s worship services took us to the
mouhtaintop. Pastor William’s message “God knows”
came to remind, confirm and encourage our hearts that
God knows all. Pastor Bonita Fagin followed with “It’s
a new day”, that we are not to continue in our past but
to look to the future. Evangelist Dorothy Norwood led
a re-commitment prayer and song that stirred our
hearts and soul, confirming there is much work to do.
We closed in concert with Evangelist Dorothy
Norwood; we had church at Lakewood High. Zion’s
Constance Nolton, the CW Mass Choir and musicians
took us to another level of song and praise with “Praise
God from whom all blessings flow” and Evangelist
Norwood blessed our ■ souls with “You ain’t seen
nothing yet” and a melody of her great gospel story’s
in song. Sister Lois Snead had us on our feet with
“Plant Your Feet”. We enjoyed an awesome weekend
and great fellowship.'We applaud and thank Sisters
Alvedean Tindell, Mary Reed, the Women’s Ministry,
all participants and friend for a job well done!

PIZZA Ministry-Community outreach
for all children from 6:00pm-8:00 p.m.
Pizza, Prizes and Praise.

Monthly Business Meeting @ 7:00 p.m.
Labor Day Holiday-No Meetings
National Baptist Convention
Women’s Bible Study beginning at
9:00 a.m. with a continental breakfast.
Health Fair sponsored by the Health
Care Ministry of St. Mark Will be
held from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
The theme is “A community Coming
Together in Hope, Help and Healing”.
The community is invited to
participate in various health
screenings, Tai Chi demonstrations
and fun activities with door prizes
being given away.
St. Mark Special Call Business
Meeting @7:00 p.m.
All Choirs Anniversary @4:00 p.m.
Church Outing-St. John M.B. Church
@ 7:00 p.m.
Church Outing-Mt. Tabor Baptist
Church @ 4:00 p.m.

St. Mark offers...

“Daily prayers lessen Daily Cares”

Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

A MEETING OF THE FLORIDA PASTORS OF
FULL GOSPEL BAPTIST CHURCH FELLOWSHIP
INTL HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY,
AUGUST 28,2006 AT 4 PM FOLLOWED BY A ONE
NIGHT CRUSADE AT 7 PM TO BE HOSTED BY
DISTRICT OVERSEER MANUEL SYKES AT
BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH, AT
290154TH AVENUE SOUTH. RSVP AT 727-866-2567.

Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at

11:00. Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous
availeth much. Come let’s praise God together.
“MISSION OF HOPE”

The New Hope Missionary Baptist Church family is
committed in its efforts to...
LOVE the Lord holistically and our neighbors infinitely...
EDUCATE religiously...
ADVANCE the Gospel enthusiastically...
FELLOWSHIP affectionately.
As we honor the Commission and Commands of our Savior.
(Psalm 1:3, Matthew 22:37, Matthew 28:19-20)

FRIENDSHIP
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH
“Whenever I have to make a decision, it’s,
wonderful to know when I ask for wisdom, God will
give it liberally — if only I have faith to accept it ”

Sunday School is held for both children and adults of

all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning ’
at 9:30 a.m. All are invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general public are invited to come
out and study the Bible with us and leam “What
Baptist Believe”.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Free tutoring is
available for all school age children (during the
school year) each Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
from 4:15 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at St, Mark under the
direction of Sis. Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers are both
needed and welcomed;

PINELLAS COMMUNITY
CHURCH
The aLive Women’s Ministry of Pinellas
Community Church will be presenting their annual
event, Stayin aLive - “Detoxification - For Real,
Cleansing from Toxic Emotions and Relationships ori
September 9th 2006. The guest speaker is Elder
Ayakao Watkins, Victory Christian Center, founder of
“Caring for your Temple” Nutrition and Wellness
Ministry. Although her nutrition and wellness ministry
deals with the bodies as the temple of the Holy Spirit
and what is placed in our bodies do matter, her message
for the event will be Cleansing from Toxic Emotions
and Relationships.
Tia Murphy will, bring her soulful sound to
entertain us with her God given talent of song. In
addition to Tia and Ayakao, a community healthcare
fair of healthcare advocates will be present to answer
questions and provide information important to
women’s emotional and physical health.
Date of the event:
Saturday, September 9, @ 10:00 a.m.

Thought for the week:

(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study will be held on Wednesday evening at
7:00p.m. We are presently studying the book of
Romans. Join us in learning more about becoming
better Christians.

Location: Pinellas Community Church Auditorium
5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712.

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s anointed and
appointed under shepherd of Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church and members of the “family” as a
whole, gladly welcome each of you this coming Sunday.
With open arms, we invite you to worship with us and
humbly extend an open invitation to all who enter.
First sail at 7:45 a.m. (early morning worship),
9:30 a.m. (church school), and setting second sail at
10:45 a.m. (mid-morning worship); There is room for
all as the SHIP moves forward with the Vision given to
Pastor Evans by God Almighty. The Vision......the
Venture....... .. the Victory.............___ .come help
us proclaim the victory in Christ Jesus,
Theme for the month of August: “The Vision
Continues - Coriverted, Commissioned and Committed
Through the Word of God.”

MT. ZION
PROGRESSIVE
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH
Registration for the Reading Enhancement &
Math Improvement tutorial programs will be held

August 21 - 35 at 6:00pm - 7:30pm at Mt. Zion Human
Services, 945 20th Street So. For more inforfnation
contact Doris Newton at 894-4311 ext 808.
Morning Glory Sunrise Service sponsored by the

Deacoriess and Women’s Ministries will be held on
Saturday, September 9 at 8:00am - 12:00 noon in
the Fellowship Hall at Mt. Zion. Men are welcome to
attend also. Breakfast will be served.
Scout Career Fest

This Sunday, Pastor Dr. John A. Evans, Sr. will
impart God’s Word to His people. The Deacons of the
Ship are in charge of the devotional service. The Male
Chorus of Friendship will sing songs of praise to God,
our hospitality and ushers’ ministry will greet you with
a true, warm, heartfelt welcome.
Our Pastor’s Aid Ministry will celebrate their
anniversary at 4:00 p.m. on Sunday, August 13, 2006.
Pastor T.W Jenkins and the New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church of Tampa will be our guests. Please join us.
You are cordially invited to join us for our Bible
Conference and Revival 2006 to be held at “The Ship”.

Our theme this year is Converted, Commissioned and
Committed, Jer. 4;4. The Bible Conference commences
August 14 at 7:00 p.m and culminates August 18,2006.
Our guest lecturer will be Dr. Harry Rucker, Pastor of
First Shiloh Baptist Church ,Sanford, Florida.
Revival services will be held August 21-25, 2006.
Pastor James C. Kinchen of Mt. Carmel Church,
Miami, Florida will be our guest Evangelist.

A catered brunch will be provided by Island
Flavors and will start promptly at 10:00 a.m. so arrive
early. The cost for the event is $15.00 and child care is
provided. In order to receive childcare, please R.S.V.P
by September 1,2006.
For additional information concerning the event,
child care, and purchase, of tickets please call 727-8661184. Please make cheeks payable to and mail to:

Serving and Saving, Helping and Healing, Inspiring
and Instructing, Praying and Praising.
■Come help us lift up the name of Jesus. He is
worthy to be praised.

Pinellas Community Church, 5501 31st Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712, no later then September 2,
2006 or call to make arrangements for payment.

Visit our website at www.fmbctheship.org
for all the latest news and other church events.

Stop by and Worship with us on Sunday. We would
be delighted to have you join us during our Bible
Conference and Revival. “The Ship” is devoted to

All youth are invited to join local business owners,
entrepreneurs and tradesmen for a special day featuring
Leroy Selmon on Saturday, Sept 30 at 10 ajn. -1:30 pjn.
Scout and non-scout, boys and girls are welcome to
attend. Refreshments will be provided. For more info or
to sign up to be an exhibitor, contact Deacon Robert
Ellis at 864-3727.
Girl Scouts meet every Monday at 6:00 pjn.
beginning Aug. 28th at 1022 20th Street So. Sign your
girls up today. For more iftformation contact Beverly
Brown at 368-3541.
C.A.R.E. (Choosing Addiction Recovery Efforts)
will meet every Tbesday at 7 pjn. in the Youth House
located at 1022 20th Street So. If you or someone you
knowhas aft addiction, please contact Minister Keith
Murphy at 321-3440.
MT. ZION CHILDREN’S CENTER is now
accepting applications for Pre-K full daycare ages 3-5
and School Age Before & After Care. Transportation
to and from school, breakfast and snacks are provided.
Applications are available at 945 20th Street South
9 - 5:30 daily. Contact Kathie Johnson at 894-4311
ext 402 for more information.
The Yes Prodigy Art Program sponsored by the
YMCA will have classes for Ages 6-17, Monday Friday. Learn Theatre, Video Production, and
Photography, Vocals & Lyrics, Ceramics and more.
Contact 894-4311 for more information.
Delta All Stars program applications are available
for the August - December, 2006 session. Please
contact Jim Oliver at 894-4311 ext 332.
Visit our web site at: www.mzprogressive.org
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“The Effects of Worry”

Pastor’s Comer
■ As
we
walk
through this life we
will soon discover, if
we have not already,
that worry can destroy
much more quickly
than it will help to
develop. Several years
ago I heard a pastor say
“the majority of people
Pastor Joseph P.
who die after being
Sykes
diagnosed with a
New Mt. Olive Primitive
Baptist Church
terminal illness actually
die from worry father
than from the terminal illness.”
His belief was that if when we are
diagnosed with a condition, instead of allowing
it to control you through worry you control it by
not worrying. We can see that this philosophy is

true if we look at the life of Ervin “Magic”
Johnson in how he has learned to live after
being diagnosed with “HTV” the AIDS virus.
Worry defined by Webster as anxiety,
uneasiness, apprehension, concern makes us
turn from what we know to be true and focus on
what is not or what might cause us trouble.
Throughout the Bible we can find over and over
where worry has created chaos instead of
comfort.
Adam hid from God because of worry.
David killed Uriah because of worry. Elijah ran
from Jezebel because of worry. Herod sought to
kill baby Jesus because of worry. The Pharisees
despised Jesus because of worry. Paul
persecuted the church because of worry. Jesus
was ultimately crucified because of worry.
Historically in the black community we see
how worry has caused much harm dnd hurt.

kws

st. Luke

- 42
had a great affect on him. He worried about
losing what he had and missed the privilege of
receiving a greater gift than all the possessions
he owned.
Martha couldn’t fully complete her work
because she was concerned" with what Mary
was doing. Jesus informs Martha that she was
missing her opportunity to worship Him as
Mary was because of her worry, which
ultimately affects her witness because Jesus
recommends that she do what Mary was doing,
which was and is the good part.
We can conquer and overcome our state of i
worrimeiit by understanding what the author
Tommy Tenney says in his book “Chasing God,
Serving Man” about the balance we as believers
need to have in our life. If we would work with
fervor of Martha and worship with the heart of
Mary we can and will defeat worry.

trials to interfere with what is assigned for us to
do if we worry. I want to fist three things that
worry affect in the life of the believer.
1) Worry affects our work in 1 Kings
19:14 we see Elijah sitting and whining about
being the only one left to tell of God’s goodness.
Just like you and I he became consumed with
himself and failing to see around him because it
was and is easy for us to give in to worry.
2) Worry affects our worship in St. Luke
7:36 - 50 while Jesus was a guest at a dinner,
the host had a problem with the woman who
worshipped Jesus. He missed his opportunity to
worship because of his worry of something that
did not concern him.
3) Worry affects our witness in St.
Matthew 19:21,22 we see the rich young ruler
leaving with much sorrow in his heart because
he was not willing to be a witness, for worry

How slave owners desired to keep us illiterate
for fear of us becoming equal or superior. In our
churches it has caused more confusion than
construction. It has brought more harm than
help. It has created more trouble than triumph.
All too often our churches and ministries are
slowed and hampered due to worry creeping in
and causing a scare and slowing progress.
Worry is designed to keep believers from
receiving what God has for them.
I can hear my grandmother using a phrase
which included a word not found in any
dictionary. She would say “Worriation will kill
you.” Hypertension (high blood pressure),
diabetes (sugar) is believed to be caused
somewhat by “worriation”.
Just as Martha in our text is seen to allow
worry to affect her, we too can see and understand
the affects of worry. We can allow troubles and

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

ZLoH
955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Sunday School
.......................... 8:00 a.m.
Worship Service.....................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study . . .. .7:00-8:00 p.rn.

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.

Greater Gt. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Well, Come to the House of God.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Looking for-

The House of God

Morning Worship

%(l first-time visitors wi(( receive a complimentary
DVD of our weekly sal I at I service.
Visit our website: www.kouseofgoiltampa.com

11:00 a.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Mondays - 7:30 P.M.

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

Praise & Worship Joy Night

& Teachers Meeting

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

Early Morning
8:00 am
Church School
9:45 am
Mid-Moming
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

912

(727)822-2089

Rev. Clyde Williams

.......Sunday 8:00AM

Breakfast Ministry
Church School .....
Morning Worship..
Bible Study..... .......
Youth Church ......

...............9:00 AM
....... .............. ,10:30 AM

....Tuesday 7:00PM
Mon & Wed 5:30PM
Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

We welcome you at all times.

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

Ordained ‘Missionary

Mount Olive AME Church — Tampa

Jofmnie Mae Foward

"The Church With A Vision"

Cad: 727 895-5239

1747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday (Church) School............................... .....................9:30 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Woman After
Qod’s
Own Efeart...

A

. Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

&eM {on, ‘Pneufens
leaUutottiea.

Few FCt. dive "Primitive 'Baptist Church
Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Sunday Worship*
. '
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
■ Intercessory‘Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church For more
information about the other services and ministries at Victory
Christian Center, please call 727 321-0911

Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM

TNursery and Youth Services Available

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibieStudy - 7:00PM

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally
diverse church working to build a community
of real people making a difference.

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 a.m. & 11:15 a,m,
■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services

Wednesday Bible Study....... ..................

The Rock

of Jesus

nr

Ood

id

Chrirt

Services
Sunday

(except Wednesdays)

Phone: (727) 327-9904 « Fax: (727) 322-0409

5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg
(727)866-1184

First Sunday Worship............................. .7:45 ajn. and 11 ajn.

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Schedule of Services

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712

Reverend and
Lady James C.

Fraycr Towir Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727)321-0911

Wder 3*sept> &. g^es, Pastor
“& Peculiar People Persuaded ito Perform *Bis purpose"

A

...............11:00 aan.

Sunday Worship.......... .

StUnttuMlfy (iauueeted

Givens Pastor

Victory Christian Center Church

«-«'»»»»)«» ««»»»(»

7:00 pm

Tampa, FL 33605

First Baptist Institutional Church

TCPinellas

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
• Senior Pastor

................................................9:30 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.'

Church address': 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
, Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Bethel1894@knology.net
Sunday School

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

Daughters of Zion Women’s Ministry -

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

' Scheduled Services:

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Saipt Jofrp Primitive Baptist Cfrurefr

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Missionary Baptist Church

Church School............... ..
.9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion:.................................... 10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship:................. 10:20 a.m. 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: ..:...................... 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday ..............................6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Sunday School -10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service - 11:30 ajn.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pjn.
PM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:3 0 pjn.
Morning Prayer9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.
Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 p.m.

New Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church
1717 18th Avenue South
Saint Petersburg, Florida
33712

Sunday School ... . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ..11:00 a.m.
New Members
Orientation and
BTU Thursday ... . .6:00 p.m.

(727) 823-7020
Pastor Office
(727) 823-6078

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Prayer Meeting
St Bible Study
Thursday ............ . .7:00 p.m.

Email:
New]erusalem@verizon.net

■ casual, contemporary, relevant

www.PinellasChurch.org

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a,m. - 5:00 p.m

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Pastor

Pastor Troy Adams and Lady Nevida Adams

One Common Goal for Unified Believers"
(Ephesians’4:16)
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

P. Davis

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Memorial Baptist Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

8:00
9:30
7:00
7:30

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurch 1@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

_

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

am • 11:00 am
am
pm
pm

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School

Pastor

Morning Worship

Sunday School.................................................. 9:30am

.............. .. .. .................................... 11:00 a.m.

Evening Service........................... ....... ..6:00pm

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study
.

.............. ...............................7:30 a.m.

... .. ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.

Monday - Bible Study

Mlorning Worship.......................................... 11:00am

“God’s House In The City”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
www.bmmbc.org
Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School
Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)
BibieStudy
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........................................... .. .6:00 p.m. .
.......................... 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Prayer Service.................... ............................................ 6:00 p.m:
Mid-Week Service ................................................ ,. .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

All Male Bible Study, Thursday

.......................... 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday...........7:30pm

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

727-327-2009

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
ll'll
Christian
Methodist

1310 22nd Avenue South - St.. Petersburg, FL 33705

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM

Lakeview Presbyterian Church

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed)

I

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin . ... ...........................................................
Associate Pastor

Finance Ministry............................... ........................ .................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............. ..................................................................... . . Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry , .

................ '. . . . ... .... ..................................... ...

Wyvonnia McGee

IHH Episcopal Church

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassibn for People” .

fcptccostal Teiqple Church

1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

of God ip Christ

(727) 822-0784
SundayVVorship - 10:30 a.m. (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Choir - 9:30 a.m.
HHHF
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6 p.m.
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton
“Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God.”

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer’

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Sunday

Wednesday
Saturday

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m..

iOth Street Church Of God

Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.

207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersbuig, FL 33705

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

(727) 898-9407

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Friendship
Missionaiy Baptist

“A cfiurcfi wording togetherfor the uphuifding of Qod’s kingdom”

Sunday School............:.........,....,_________ ...........9:30a.m.
Morning. Worship...,.......... ...............
,.11:00 ajn.
Wednesday Evening Prayer.........................6:30 pan.
Wednesday Night Bible Study..................................7:30p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

t The churchwhere what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday................ 7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School...................... ............. ....9:30 AM
Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study •
Thursday................... :.7 PM Youth Enrichment

Elder: Tony Smith
900 - 16th Avenud South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"'
“Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631
www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ...........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .........10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........... .. .5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ..
..... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

“Creating a TCaven ofTCojpe, TCeCp, and TCeaCing for Christ”

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Sunday Service.........................................11:00 a.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120-19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Churdi School

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study),. 7 p.m.

Early Morning Worship.............................................7:30 aan.
Sunday School..............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............... ......................................... 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting----- ..........v.......................11:00 ajn.

WorshipC enter

Sunday
Morning Worship
Feed The Homeless
Wednesday
Bible Study

Tamika McGriff

‘Monday

7:00 y.m. - Corporate (Prayer .

6:00 a.m. - Coryorate Rrayer

"Wednesday (BibCe Study

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Dominion Worship Ministries

7:00 y.m. - Music & the Arts

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574

Discover HOPE
•

at

Hope of Glory Church
‘Where God’s Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!’'

David Allen Jr., Pastor

10:45 AM
2:00 PM
7:00 PM

www.travelwlththechurch.com

Sundays @ 10:30am

(to book your travel engagements)

Worshipping on the Si. Petersburg campus of USF in Davis Rm 130

‘Wafking Tn Fhe ‘PromisedVision”

9:10 a.m.-~ ‘Righteous Hap

Thursday

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”

Log on:
Pastor Maceo and

Sunday Worship Services
8 a.m., io a.m., 5y.m.

12 noon, 7:30 y. m.

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

r WiZ

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Monday, ’Wednesday. Saturday

Pastor

r

...................9 a.m.

Wednesday Services:

(727)327-1373

Abundant Harvest
Worship Center
4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714
(727) 374-1864

Dominion Worship Ministries

Praise & Worship Service..-... 10:30 a.m.

3200 Fifth AVe. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Norris L. Martin, Sr.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”
Rev. G. M. Curry

Come Worship with us...

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

.

Wednesdays...... ............................................ .‘7:30 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ..... .9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship .......1Q:3O a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.............. 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. .7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

140 7th Avenue South (Adjacent to campus bookstore)
For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

YOUR
CHURCH
AD HERE

YOUR
CHURCH
AD HERE
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Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922
Midtown Medical Scrubs

Jinn

ch arIes 5

90116th Street South, Suite A St. Petersburg, FL 33712

mt CBewuLij.

$U+VtQT

BARbARA HAMRich

pUTENbERqS

Save 50<t on 1
Milky Way 27 Hairpieces

ReaItor *

Save $1.10 on 2 Milky Way 27 Hairpieces

JCCAnet;
Direct Line:

I 545 S.

Rd.
FL 3 J 764

CeIL

BeIcIier

CIearwater,

Fax:
EmaiL

(727) 867-7946
(727) 51 5-8101
(727) 867-7949

blhamrich ©aol.com

Valid Thursday & Friday only.
Only one coupon per purchase.

Enrolling Now

CRxxvetrvcwie.

1502 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

727-821-9602

For 2006-2007
Kindergarten - 8th Grade

1545 S. BeIcIier Rosd
CIearwater, Ft 55764
727-558-9200

Scrub sets start at $18.00 (reg. sizes)
CeII721'27M&W

Karey S. JohiMSON
ReaIior®

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

.

Fax 727-867-5660

E<MAil:

kAREyjollNSON@VERizON.NET

• Fully Accredited curriculum
• Christian Environment
• Computer Classes
• Math, Reading & Writing Lab
• P.E., Music, & Art Classes
•Vegetarian Meals
• Before and After School Program
• Caring Staff
• Small class size

Three "Roses" at Every Closing

SELLER

BROKER

BUYER

TRIPLE ROSE REALTY
Complete Red Estate Services or Referred

Mordecai Walker, Broker
Cell 727-43945567

Phone 727-898-6543
Fax
727-55CF0815

E-Mail 3roserealty@vertzori.net

231 Drtflwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL33705

“Educating The Head, The Heart, & The Hand”

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

821-6th Avenue South

3651 42nd Ave. South, Suite C-104

St. Petersburg, Fl 33701

St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

For Registration Packet, Gall 727-823-1619

K& 07-14-23
rL K1M
LOTTO 29-32-41

Items For Sale
King headboard and footboard (mdm wood),
excellent condition, used in guest rpom for

/a

six months - $200; Queen mattress and bed

HOUSE FOR RENT

frame, great condition - $250; Black
entertainment center - $50; Glass/Marble

CA$H 3
089

124

195

279 456 781

Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

3 BR/1 BA
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT
860 20TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG - DOWNSTAIRS
$800 MONTH
SECURITY DEPOSIT - $800
CALL — 813-404-6307

sofa table and 2 end tables -,$150; John
Deere,lawn mower with mulcher - $200;
student desk - $100; large computer desk fl
$150; 4 wooden fence posts - $10 each
Call — 727-460-7009, evenings

Boley Centers, Inc.
has employment
opportunities available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of
our openings.

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE

DOG DAYS

MASSAGE THERAPY
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND M E DICAI D

Advertise
Your
Business
Here!

The Original'

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY
ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
INSURANCE PLANS

1-3

2-3 2-5

3-4 5-8 7-2

Jobline:
(727) 821-4819x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CALL (727) 864-1882
r

Frontline Uniforms To Go

HOME OF THE

DIAL A UNIFORMS

REAL

j

? GROUPER SANDWICH!

Scrubs Sets

I

$13-99

SEE FOR YOURSELF...
ORDER FROM OUR FRESH FISH SHOWCASE Jt

iik

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 327-8309
(727) 328-8309

Comedv_Show Tour

MID PENINSULA SiAFOOD
MARKET* MITAURANT

Pants $Q.99
All Sizes

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin*

727-327-6065
www.frontlineuniforms.biz
1634 49th Street So. • Hours: 10-7 Mon-Fri 10-3Sat

Employment Opportunities
Position Title:

Director of Children’s Center

County Manager of Guilford County. North Carolina

Saturday, August 26,2006

Position Number: 05690
Annual Salary: Negotiable
Closing Date: September 1, 2006

Bethel Community Baptist Church

Reports to 11-member Board of Commissioners, serving
as the Chief Administrator- for 25 departments/2,700
employees. Guilford County includes two major cities
(Greensboro and High Point), 8 additional incorporated ,

Shuts Time 'a "pm -’Doors Open '«■ 6pm
General Admission $20-N-Advance - $25 @ Door

I
I

towns, and large rural areas.

jl

|

Minimum Qualifications: Minimum Bachelor’s degree
in Public Administration, Political Science, or related

’

program for school age youth, up to age twelve (12).
Bachelor’s degree equivalent or experience in early
childhood education, or child care program. Two years

54th Ave South, St. Petersburg, FL

(Cash Only / Non-refundaole)

Manage delivery of quality before and after school care

field, plus five years’ experience as city/county manager
or deputy, OR equivalent combination of education

of supervisory experience over a minimum of six (6)
staff.

Director

Credentials,

State

of

Florida.

Child

Development Associate (CDA) credential relating to
the area of assignment will be considered. Starting
salary $12 -$15/hr plus a competitive benefits package.
Fax resume to: Attn: Kathie Johnson at 727-823-8002

■

kc^Jon
Human Services, Inc.

and/or other relevant experience.

, Pre Show Pr.vale liEiiautiup
»/ SiOSs
• llrmfiu SestiiiB

Autographed Picture with
CaiiimJians

L

For Ticket Sales Contact Alysha Edmonds at (727) 688-0053 or e-mail at LvCobb@aol.com or pick up
tickets at Morning Glory Funeral Chapel of St. Petersburg, 3301 5th Avenue South

EMPLOYER HIRING IMMEDIATELY!
Or apply in person @ 624 1ST Avenue South

over $525 million. Directs administration of all county
offices and departments, under the general control of an

WorkNet Pinellas Career Center

11-member Board of Commissioners.

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Security Officers
FL 2813306

«
Send application, resume, salary history, and letter of

• Must have Security D license and 1 year of experience.

interest marked “County Manager Search,” to Guilford

• Ability to starld or walk for extended periods.

County Human Resources, c/o Sharisse Fuller, Director,
Human Resources,.P.O. Box 3427, Greensboro, NC
27401. Telephone 336-641-3290. EEO/AA.

www.souIfunny.com/No Video or Audio Equipment Allowed

Call Judy for info at: (727) 329-1490 ext. 123

Duties: Responsible for the management of the third
largest North Carolina county, with an annual budget of

• Responsible for foot & vehicle patrol, emergency notification
and response, writing reports and other duties as assigned.
• Background check and drug screen required.
• Work schedule varies. Up to 32 hrs. per week.
• Starting pay rate is $9.00-$10.00 per hr.
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Win two FREE tickets to Sesame Street Live!
The Weekly Challenger is looking for interesting photos with captions to be published in the paper. We are also
interested in original artwork done by children ages 5-15 years old to also be published. Items can be mailed to or

Dr. John Hope Franklin
1976 was published in 1985, received the
Clarence L. Holte Literary Prize for that year.
In 1990, a collection of essays covering a
teaching and writing career of fifty years,
was published under the title, Race and
History: Selected Essays, 1938-1988. Later,
he published The Color Line: Legacy for the
Twenty-first Century in the early year of 1993.
In the fall of 1997, Dr. Franklin’s book, A/y
Life and an Era: The Autobiography of Buck
Colbert Franklin was published. It is an

Legendary Dr. John Hope Franklin

Dr. John Hope Franklin is the James B.
Duke Professor of History Emeritus and for
seven years was Professor of Legal History
in the law school at Duke University. He is a
native of Oklahoma and a graduate of Fisk
University. He received the A.M. and Ph.D.
degrees in history from Harvard University.
He has taught at a number of institutions,
including Fisk University, St. Augustine’s
College, North Carolina Central University,
and Howard University. In 1956 he went to
Brooklyn College as Chairman of the
Department of History there; and in 1964,
he joined the faculty of the University of
Chicago, serving as Chairman of the
Department of History from 1967 to 1970.
There, he was the John Matthews Manly
Distinguished Service Professor from 1969
to 1982, when he became Emeritus Professor.
Dr. Franklin’s numerous publications
include The Emancipation Proclamation,
The Militant South, The Free Negro in North
Carolina, Reconstruction After the Civil
War, and A Southern Odyssey: Travelers in
the Ante-bellum North. Perhaps his best
known book is From Slavery to Freedom: A
History of African-Americans, now in its

eighth edition, which appeared in 1994. His
Jefferson Lecture in the Humanities for

autobiography of his father that he edited
along with his son, John Whittington Franklin.
His 1999 publication is titled Runaway Slaves,
dealing with dissidents on the plantation.
Through the years, he has been active in
professional and education organizations.
For many years he has served on the editorial
board of The Journal of Negro History. He
also served as President of the following
organizations: The American Studies Association
(1967), the Southern Historical Association
(1970), the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa
(1973-76), the Organization of. American
Historians (1975), and the American Historical
Association (’1979). He has been a member
of the Board of Trustees of Fisk University,
the Chicago Public Library, and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra Association.
Dr. Franklin has served on many national
commissions and delegations, including the
National Council on the Humanities, from
which he resigned in 1979, when the President
appointed him to the Advisory Commission
on Public Diplomacy. Another appointment
was his membership on the President’s
Advisory Commission on Ambassadorial
Appointments. In September and October of
1980, he was a United States delegate to the
21st General Conference of UNESCO.
Among many other foreign assignments
have been Pitt Professor of American History
and Institutions at Cambridge University,
Consultant on American Education in the
Soviet Union, Fulbright Professor in
Australia, and Lecturer in American History
in (he People’s Republic of China.

dropped off to the newspaper at 2500 Dr Mi. King St. S. ST. Petersburg. FL 33705. The photos and artwork will not
be returned. Submissions must be in by September 1st. Entries will be judged on clarity, originality and interest to
community. No inappropriate or obscene photos will be accepted. Include name, address and phone number with each

He has been the recipient of many honors.
Among them is Professor Franklin’s selection
in 1978 by Who’s Who in America one of
eight Americans who have made significant
contributions to society. In the same year, he
was elected to the Qklahoma Hall of Fame.
He also received the Jefferson Medal for
1984, awarded by the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education. In
1989, he was the first recipient of the
Cleanth Brooks Medal of the Fellowship of
Southern Writers, and in 1990 received the
Encyclopedia Britannica Gold Medal for the
Dissemination of Knowledge. In 1993, he
received the Charles Frankel Prize for
contributions to the humanities, and in 1994,
the Cosmos Club Award and the Trumpet
Award from Turner Broadcasting Corporation.
In 1995, he received the first W.E.B: Du
Bois Award from the Fisk University
Alumni Association, the Organization of
American Historians’ Award for Outstanding
Achievement, the Alpha Phi Alpha Award of
Merit, the NAACP’s Spingam Medal, and
the Presidential Medal of Freedom. In 1996,
Dr. Franklin was elected to the Oklahoma
Historians Hall of Fame and in 1997 received
the Peggy V. Helmerich Distinguished Author
Award. Aside from the many awards, Dr.
Franklin has received honorary degrees from
more than one hundred colleges and universities.
In addition, Dr. Franklin has been
extensively written about in various articles
and books. He was the focus of “First Person
Singular,” a documentary series on prominent
figures of today. Produced by Lives and
Legacies Films, this documentary was featured
on PBS in June 1997.
Dr. Franklin, who is widely considered
as one of the nation’s most eminent historians
has for years been a regular visitor to St.
Petersburg, Florida as public lecturer at Eckerd
College and other venues including the
downtown Rotary Club, Studio@620 and
sessions with his colleagues in the Academy
of Senior Professionals at Eckerd College.

entry. Winners will be notified before September 7th. Names of winners will be published. Any questions contact the
editor at (727) 896-2922.

SESAME STREET LIVE

SEPTEMBER 14-17
times

heW’WBSB'ffi 'IMUM

’ -Gpaniftg Night:
Cfcftteand

SCHEDULE
THU ?/14 • 7PM*

j

FRI 9/15 • 10:30AM** & 7PM
SAT 9/16 • 10:30AM & 2PM
SUN 9/17* 1PM & 4:30PM

Scboot/Dayowegroups
of 10+ get $8 teMs
Carets)

TiCKCTMASTERXOM
S13-ZS7-8844

Everyone’s Youth United & Top Dogg Entertainment Presents

EYU’s 12th Annual Talent Search Expo
CAN YOU SING, DANCE, OR WHATEVER?
5 CATAGORIES: GROUP, SOLO, RAP, DANCE, MISCELLANEOUS

IN

August
26th - Bradenton Boys & Girls Club 1 pm-5pm
1415 9th St. W., Bradenton, FL.
27th - North Greenwood Recreation & Aquatic Complex 1pm-5pm
900 Martin Luther King Blvd, Clearwater, FL. 33755

September

Semi-Finab
Saturday, September 16th, 2006

■ TD HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
TH AVE. S. ST. PETERSBURG, FL.

Saturday, September 30th 2006

2nd - University Of South Florida ■ Marshall Center 1pm-5pm
PALLADIUM THEATER
4202 E. Fowler Ave., Tampa FL
253 5TH AVE. N. ST. PETERSBURG, FL.
3rd - Sim Park Recreation Center 1 pm-5pm
for bar tofo & r^tntioa fees eoaioet: 727.529.69t9 or 727.492.9858
1725 MLK Ave., Lakeland, FL.
9th • International Academy Of Art & Design
1 pm-5pm boy»nMolt2@^oo.coa or aysptce.com/bayareaUol
5104 Eisenhower Blvd.,Tampa, FL.
10th - Boys & Girls Club / Royal Theater 1pm-5pm
1011 22nd St. S., St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
W«
We Wtoe flbwefr* W» Ww /«»**>.

Mg ipUwBir
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T H B j'F MEASURE.

King O' The West
Honeydews...

2.99

Grown to Perfection, High in Vitamin C,
From California, each (Chunks ... lb 2.49)

SAVE OF TO 1.00

>neless New York Strip Steak
Publix Premiun) Certified Beef, USDA Choice, Beef Loin, Any Size Package
(Maverick Ranch Boneless New York Strip Steak, NaturaLite Beef... lb 9.99)

SAVE UP TO 4,00 LB

Boar's Head®
Turkey Whole
Sub Combo.......

Ser^.......10110.00

Z.Zt •

Oven Roasted Turkey, Garnished
With Your Choice of Cheese and Toppings,
With a Medium Drink and Dirty Chips,

2-oz Minimum, each pkg.
SAW up T010.00 on

jj

i I ■-

H'

'

.

>11.00

Coors Light Beer...........

1 S

A

PLEASURE.

11 »99

12-oz can or bot. (12-Pack Yuengling
Beer or Lager, Assorted Varieties,
12-oz can or bot.... 8.69)

SAVE UP TO .30

SHOPPING

w

Throughout the Day, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

each (Publix, each ... 6.29)

WHERE

v-

Excellent Source of Whole Grains, Handmade

symmisiKiaofwwmcR

Publix

qq

SAVE UP TO ,50

12-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola
Products..............
12-oz cart

Multiqrain
Bread..,

Prices effective Thursday, August 24 through Wednesday, August 30, 2006.
Only in the Following Counties: Hitlsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, take, Hernando, Citrus, Sumter,

?elk, Highlands and Osceola. Prices not effective at Pubiix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved,

w w w .publix. com/a d s

